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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never 
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at 
the maps on this page, you will note that PV  (as the locals call it) is on 
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - 
one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of 
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the 
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre 
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in 
the Pacific.  Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but 
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.  
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the 
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

You are here, finally! 
We wish you a warm

yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from your 
account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money at 
your hotel.  Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.

WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything 
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a 
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed 
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned 
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa, 
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that 
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in 
the Old Town and on the South Side.

DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation 
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s 
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto 
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for 
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that 
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the 
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what 
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On 
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification 
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you 
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled 
water just about anywhere.

EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often 
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta. 
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the 
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to 
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for 
more info: 293-3690.

LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take 
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before 
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the 
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path. 
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And 
don’t worry - this is a safe place.

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates 
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by 
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown, 
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so 
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free 
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the 
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget 
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help 
you check it out or lodge a complaint.

Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.  
Download their app in your smartphone.

TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time, 
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the 
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz 
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc.  North 
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on 
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.

TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long 
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments 
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!

CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and 
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and 
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322, 
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit 
the prefix if dialling a land line.

LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill 
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids, 
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices 
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In 
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the 
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave, 
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.

MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate 
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio), 
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners.  Better 

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION:  350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny 

days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the 
rainy season extends from late June to early October.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety 
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer, 
raccoon, etc.

SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine 
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where 
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of 
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of 
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter. 
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to 
its shores to lay their eggs.

ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism, 
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture, 
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon, 
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in 
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely 
accepted.

BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes. 
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers 
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another 
bus. There are no “transfers”.

TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the 
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with 
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want 
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you 
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver 
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions 
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you 
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds 
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port 
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Your Comments

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

Dear Allyna,

Dear Editor,
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I’d like to tell you about my medical 
experience here in PV Saturday Nov. 30th.

After 2 nights of endless coughing and 
no sleep, we walked down to the SanMare 
Clinic across from the San Javier Hospital 
next to Soriana’s in the Marina area.

After 2 hours of a very thorough check-
up, x-ray, swabs and treatment and care by 
a wonderful doctor and staff I was diagnosed 
and treated for bronchitis.  After only I 
day, my coughing has stopped and I had a 
wonderful night’s sleep.

Pam Thompson is associated with this new 
clinic; it is an excellent place to go if you 
should need it.

Anne Hershberg

Thanks for being the best info magazine in 
PV. 

Let’s all be courteous to ourselves, our dogs 
and all others and …Always Use A Leash!

It’s the law, for locals, expats and tourist.  
It prevents anxiety and fosters an emotional 
comfort zone for walkers, runners, bikers, 
shoppers, young, old, other dog owners and you 
too.  (Naturally, take a poop bag.)

Feel free to tell other dog owners to put their 
dog on a leash.  Maybe they don’t know that 
it’s the law, for everyone / every dog for locals 
and tourists.  It’s also just good Canine Owner 
Manners.

For non dog owners: For everyone’s safety 
and comfort, Always Ask an owner before you 
pet or touch their dog.  (It may have a bad ear 
or sore jaw or be protective.  You don’t know.)

Proper well-bred dog owners know this 
already.  Dog owners should not try to enter 
restaurants with a “no dogs” sign posted.  Dogs 
in restaurants should stay on the floor and never 
on the seat cushion or table.  Please, have a 
“owner contact tag” or chip on your dog.  There 
are dog thieves.  Hold the leash or keep it on 
short secure anchor for control, on public beach 
clubs.  Remove your dog from public areas when 
it has a barking spell.  Close your condo doors if 
your dog is barking and don’t leave your dog on 
your balcony to bark while you are not home.  
Rude selfish behavior from owners, makes 
dogs not welcome.  Good owner-behavior and 
courtesy makes dogs welcome. 

Happy safe season for everyone.

20-year resident dog owner

I am interested in joining a ukulele group in 
Puerto Vallarta.  If any of your readers are in 
a ukulele group and are looking for another 
enthusiastic strummer to join them, I can be 
reached at sklockwood3@gmail.com.  

Thank you.

S. Lockwood

Early December, we again visited the 
Mirador de la Cruz, the incredible 360-degree 
lookout high above el Centro [downtown] 
and we were saddened to find not only 
increasingly more offensive graffiti scrawled 
on the whitewashed walls as we ascended 
the stairs, but in very recent days or nights, 
vandals covered the walls beneath the cross 
with more questionable artistic endeavours.  

Today, this beautiful Vallarta tourist 
attraction is simply ugly.  

Over the past few years, much time and 
money has gone into rehabilitating the 
Abasolo road and enhancing the lookout 
which is enjoyed by locals and tourists alike, 
yet vandals seem to have free reign to deface 
much of the facility with impunity.  

Our plea is that more and effective security 
be put in place at the Mirador de la Cruz.  

Another thought is that with the fabulous 
street art which is appearing throughout 
PV, perhaps an invitation to those very 
talented street artists to bring their skills and 
paints to the Mirador and maybe then those 
whitewashed walls could be enhanced with 
true artistic beauty and the vandals may think 
twice before defacing them.

Sandra & Arthur Hildebrand
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
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Last week, we told you a little about 
the Virgin of Guadalupe – also called 
La Guadalupana - and how She got 
to become Mexico’s patron saint. 
(Issue #575, www.pvmcitypaper.com/
download/575.pdf) 

This week, we’ll add a little history 
on pilgrimages, peregrinaciones in 
Spanish.  For a complete listing of 
the hundreds of pilgrimages that will 
culminate on December 12th in Puerto 
Vallarta, you can drop in at the Tourism 
Office in City Hall.  Also, don’t be 
surprised to find Juarez Street closed 
every evening…

Back to history, in the Middle Ages, 
the Church encouraged people to make 
pilgrimages to special holy places 
called shrines.  It was believed that if 
you prayed at these shrines you might 
be forgiven for your sins and have 
more chance of going to heaven, or be 
cured of an illness. 

Some people went on pilgrimages 
abroad but traveling on long journeys 
in the Middle Ages was a dangerous 

Pilgrimages, Peregrinaciones …and La Guadalupana
activity.  Pilgrims often went in 
groups to protect themselves against 
outlaws, thus, even as early as the 4th 
century A.D., Christian pilgrimage 
was regarded as a sacred obligation 
and a trial of one’s faith.  In religion 
and spirituality, a pilgrimage is a 
long journey or search of great moral 
significance.  Members of every 
religion participate in pilgrimages.  To 
this day, pilgrimages are still made 
throughout the world.  One example is 
the Hajj, an annual Islamic pilgrimage 
to Mecca, and a mandatory religious 
duty for Muslims that must be carried 
out at least once in their lifetime by all 
adult Muslims who are physically and 
financially capable of undertaking the 
journey, and can support their family 
during their absence.  It is one of the 
five pillars of Islam. The gathering 
during Hajj is considered the largest 
annual gathering of people in the world.

Though pilgrimages were first made 
to sites connected with the birth, life, 
crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus, 

they also began to be made to places 
where there have been apparitions of 
the Virgin Mary.

Our Lady of Guadalupe (Nuestra Señora 
de Guadalupe) is a Marian apparition 
and a 16th century Roman Catholic icon.  
Guadalupe is also Mexico’s most popular 
religious image: Nobel laureate Octavio 
Paz wrote in 1974 that “the Mexican 
people, after more than two centuries of 
experiments, have faith only in the Virgin 
of Guadalupe and the National Lottery”.  
Throughout the country, including here 
in Puerto Vallarta, Guadalupe’s feast day 
is celebrated on December 12th, a day 
which commemorates her appearance to 
St. Juan Diego Cuauhtlatoatzin on the 
hill of Tepeyac near Mexico City from 
December 9 through December 12, 1531.  

On the days leading up to the 12th, 
people in Mexico begin the pilgrimage 
to the Basilica de Guadalupe in 
Tepeyac to pay homage to La Virgen.  
Many make their way on their knees, 
carrying candles, images, flags and 
illustrations of her likeness to give 
thanks and honor the Queen of Mexico.

The image of the Virgin of Guadalupe 
is of a woman with brown skin.  This, 
and the fact that the account of her 
apparition to Juan Diego was related 
in texts in both Nahuatl and Spanish 
during the time of the Conquest of 
Mexico, make her the ideal unifying 
force for what Mexico was to become: 
a mestizo blend of native and Spanish 
blood.  In many ways, the image of La 
Guadalupana is one that unifies and 
reconciles Mexico’s history and blends 
its Spanish and Aztec heritage.  She is 
sometimes called the “first mestiza” or 
“the first Mexican”. 

Writing that Mexico is composed 
of a vast patchwork of differences 
- linguistic, ethnic, and class-based 
- Judy King says “The Virgin of 
Guadalupe is the rubber band that 
binds this disparate nation into a 
whole.”  This sentiment was echoed by 
two celebrants interviewed in the New 
York Times at the Virgin’s feast day 
back in 1998: “We say that we are more 
Guadalupanos than Mexicans,” said 
the Jesuit Brother Joel Magallan.  “We 
say that because our Lady Guadalupe 
is our symbol, our identity.” 

In May 25, 1754, Pope Benedict 
XIV declared Our Lady of Guadalupe 
patron of what was then called New 
Spain, corresponding to Spanish 
Central and Northern America, and 
approved liturgical texts for the Mass 
and Liturgy of the Hours in her honor.  
Pope Leo XIII granted new texts in 
1891 and authorized coronation of 
the image in 1895.  Pope Saint Pius X 
proclaimed her patron of Latin America 
in 1910.  In 1935, Pope Pius XI had a 
monument in her honor erected in the 
Vatican Gardens.  In 1966, Pope Paul 
VI sent a Golden Rose to the shrine.

Pope John Paul II visited the shrine 
in the course of his first journey outside 
Italy as Pope from 26 to January 31, 
1979, and again when he beatified Juan 
Diego there on 6 May 1990.  In 1992, 
he dedicated to Our Lady of Guadalupe 
a chapel within St. Peter’s Basilica 
in the Vatican.  At the request of the 
Special Assembly for the Americas 
of the Synod of Bishops, he named 
Our Lady of Guadalupe patron of the 
Americas on January 22, 1999 (with 
the result that her liturgical celebration 
had, throughout the Americas, the 
rank of Feast), and visited the shrine 
again on the following day.  On July 
31, 2002, he canonized Juan Diego, 
and later that year included in the 
General Calendar of the Roman Rite, 
as optional memorials, the liturgical 
celebrations of Saint Juan Diego 
Cuauhtlatoatzin (December 9) and Our 
Lady of Guadalupe (12 December).

Reference sources: Wikipedia and 
www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk
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’Tis the time for giving and receiving.  And 
what better present for a family member or 
friend than a new experience, new sights and 
new visions?  How about “a ticket to ride?” 

How about riding in a luxurious, air-
conditioned coach to see four homes in 
Puerto Vallarta and the surrounding coves and 
headlands that are usually locked in privacy?

Out of the box The IFC Home Tours provide this exciting 
experience every Tuesday and Wednesday 
morning.  Tours leave the Sea Monkey Restaurant 
at 10:30 and last about three hours.  The homes 
could be high in the hills of Conchas Chinas, 
overlooking the blue Pacific Ocean at Mismaloya 
or snuggled into the heart of the “romantic zone”.  
Many of them have exquisite art on the walls and 
sculptures in the grounds.

The generous, philanthropic owners of the 
homes donate the time for IFC to show their 
properties because they believe in the work that 
IFC does in supporting so many programs in the 
community: the cleft palate program, the women’s 
shelter, the youth orchestra, orphanages, Pasitos 
de Luz and more.

There are stairs to climb and cobblestones 
to walk on, so a reasonable level of fitness is 
required.  So is a good pair of shoes or runners.

More information and details on how to purchase 
tickets is available at www.toursforvallarta.com

By giving IFC Home Tour tickets this holiday 
season, you will also be hoping the children of 
Puerto Vallarta.  You can feel good by “doing good.”
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Puerto Vallarta is a lovely tourist mecca 
on the Bay of Banderas just off the Pacific 
Ocean.  It is home to both permanent and 
winter inhabitants that are charitably-
minded.  One can stay in anything from 
a hostel to a 5-star hotel and get involved 
in anything from helping or donating to 
orphanages, scholarships to U.S. schools, 
or, as many of us do, get involved with 
rescuing dogs and cats.  There are several 
organizations that participate in this.

Friends of Puerto Vallarta Animals is 
slightly different in that we are not a rescue 
group.  We were organized to support 
the dogs and cats at Vallarta’s municipal 
animal shelter (Centro de Control & Salud 
Animal).

Adriana Riestra, our president, needed 
a project for a social welfare course she 
was taking a number of years back.  With a 
friend at the time, an architect, she designed 
and had built extra kennels for the shelter.

Adriana is an interior designer and, 
in conversations with clients, got them 
interested.  Through their donations, more 
needs were taken care of at the shelter.  
Adriana had the luck of meeting Lorna 
Gordon Brown, an interior designer from 
Toronto, and together they walked dogs 
and formed FRIENDS.

Our organization grew out of these initial 
humble beginnings.  I joined the group a 
year later.  Our aim is to make our municipal 
shelter into a resource for aiding dogs and 
cats in finding their forever homes.  
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Friends of Puerto Vallarta animals

Volunteers on Wednesdays and Saturdays 
meet there year ‘round to walk, bathe dogs 
and aid in cleaning if necessary.  We also 
clean cat boxes and their areas and socialize 
both dogs and cat in order to get them ready 
for adoption.  We hold fundraisers during 
the fall and winter to raise funds for food, 
medicines, office visits to outside vets - 
if the condition of the animal is serious 
and beyond the capabilities of the shelter.  
We also build extra kennels to eliminate 
crowded conditions at times.  

We have an employee who is a second 
set of eyes and ears to the vets.  She also 
does a weekly Adopton at a shopping mall 
in the hotel zone.

Our organization grew out of these initial 
humble beginnings.

Our organization gets dogs and cats to 
the States and Canada and finds homes 
for them. We have been very fortunate in 
that we’ve had many adoptions both here 
and up north.  One of our mottos, ‘Adopt, 
Don’t Shop’, has been catching on with 
nationals.

Families have been coming to the shelter 
to look for a family pet.  And hundreds of 
dogs and cats have found their forever 
homes over the past year or two.  One 
of our great thrills is that we’ve had four 
tripods adopted this year.  A tripod is a 
dog that has been delivered to shelter after 
a traffic accident and had to have a leg 
amputated.

This is the state of our venture from 
getting involved with a kill shelter to 
raising the standard of municipal care in 
Mexico.

A year or two after Adriana got 
involved, a new vet arrived at the shelter 
and proceeded to turn it into a no-kill 
facility, which it has been ever since.  We 
are the only municipal-run no-kill shelter 
in Mexico.

If on vacation in PV and interested 
in participating or donating to our 
program or volunteering, check us out at 
friendsofpvanimals.com or search for us 
on Facebook.

If serious about volunteering when down 
here, please contact me for information on 
getting to the shelter, please send me an 
email at rohdedavid@hotmail.com
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WE ARE BACK AGAIN!  Come to Nacho Daddy on Wednesday, 
November 27, 2019 to support 2 amazing charities: Colina Spay 
& Neuter (free spay and neuter services for cats and dogs to those 
who are unable to pay) and the children of Pasitos de Luz (non-
profit organization that provides care and rehabilitation for disabled 
children from low-income families in Puerto Vallarta). 

Our fun old-fashioned bingo games are played on paper cards and 
we supply ink daubers!  There are 7 games not including the final 
blackout and all games are different to make it interesting and fun!  
Increase your chances of winning by bringing clothing to donate to 
Pasitos de Luz OR Colina Spay Neuter accounts at Deja New – for 
every reasonable donation of four items or more you will receive one 
free bingo card for each of the 7 regular games.

Buy a package of seven games for $100 pesos or VIP bingo 
package for $300 which includes not only the games, but 5 tickets 
for our amazing RAFFLE and 50/50 BLACKOUT GAME!  

Each game allows you three chances to win!  

Wednesday, December 11, 2019
Every second Wednesday thru to April 2020
Cards go on sale 3 p.m., games start at 4 p.m.

Nacho Daddy Restaurant

Pasitos de Luz and Colina Spay & Neuter Clinic

7th Annual Charity Bingos
The winner of each game receives a bingo bag full of great 

certificates generously donated by local restaurants and businesses!  
The final blackout game pays the winner cash with the winner taking 
home half the pot in pesos!  

“Pick your own” Raffle prizes may include items like ACT II 
theatre tickets, jewelry, a bottle of wine, free haircuts, free drinks, or 
more very generous gift cards or items from our sponsors! The more 
raffle tickets you buy the more chances to win! 

Please give a shout out to and support our amazing sponsors 
of our raffle and bingo bags: ACT II, Diamonds International, 
Boutique Theater, Manny’s Bar and Grill, Marcia Blondin, Alexander 
A Salon, Artepil Spa, Dr. Rachel Grosik, Holistic Chiropractic, Lucy’s 
Cuca Cabaña, Langostinos, Bagel World, Deja New Consignment, 
Barcelona Tapas, Nacho Daddy, Cassandra Shaw Jewelry, Salon 
Malecon, and more!  New to this season, we welcome Michelle 
Williamson’s Old School yoga for Every Body, El Rio BBQ, Witchery 
Salon, Botanical Gardens, Blondies, Puerto Vallarta Tours, David 
Pullen Properties, Hacienda San Angel Gourmet, Yamada Japanese 
Restaurant and more!

Bingo is played upstairs at Nacho Daddy (287 Basilio Badillo).  
The room is large, air-conditioned and smoke free.  Children are 
welcome!  Come play bingo, have fun, support these amazing 
charities and enjoy the great atmosphere, food and beverage specials!

Are you interested in joining us?  If you would like to volunteer 
or donate a product / service / certificate, we would love to help 
promote your local business!  Please contact Verity Leslie at 
verbull@hotmail.com with inquiries.
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Volcanes is a colonia, 
(neighborhood) of Vallarta about a 
20-minute drive east of the beach 
at Playa de Los Muertos and is 
one of the poorest colonias in 
the city.  Many of the streets are 
unpaved and some homes have no 
electricity or running water.  It’s 
also the home to an extraordinarily 
successful after school program 
that serves over 400 kids every 
school day: the Volcanes Kids 
Education Project (VKEP).

Many of the kids in Volcanes 
come from families whose parents 
struggle to put food on the table, 
have problems with addiction and 
find it difficult, or impossible, to 
provide a stable and loving home.  
VKEP encourages the children 

John Warren
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The Most Powerful Weapon
to go to school, to stay 
in school and to “dream 
big.”  As a result, and with 
the help of the Rotary 
Scholarship Program, 
there are now 32 Volcanes 
students in University, 28 
in high school and 30 in 
secondary school.  VKEP is 
a wonderful success story

The reason for the 
success is that the director, 
the teachers and the 
administration, help the kids 
fall in love with education 
and with themselves.  Through 
the kindness of the teachers and 
the personal qualities taught in the 
classes and activities, these kids 
learn to understand the importance 
of education, gain self-confidence 
and go on to careers that their 

parents could never dream of. 
The program starts in grades one 
through four with the Spanish 
Reading and Writing Intervention, 
which sets the foundation for 
the other classes. Without such a 
foundation, it would be impossible 
to learn English or to understand 
about computers.

Another remedial subject 
taught at VKEP is mathematics.  
According to the Program for 
International Student assessment, 
Mexican students have one of the 
lowest rates of proficiency in the 
world.  In Volcanes, some children 
in grade 5 and grade 6 are still 
struggling with basic arithmetic.  
To correct the problem, the 
teachers at VKEP have worked 
with the elementary school next 

door to create a “Math Club” to 
make math fun for the kids and 
to encourage them to improve.  
The Math Club meets from 4 to 

5 p.m. for fifth graders, 
5 to 6 p.m. for sixth 
graders and from 6 to 7 
p.m. for those in grade 
seven, Monday to Friday.  
These kids do this 
“activity” voluntarily, 
after a normal day at 
school, because they 
love learning and realize 
how important it is. 

VKEP has seven 
professional teachers, as 
well as administrative 
support.  The program 

is totally reliant on donors for 
support because no funding is 
available from the local education 
authorities or from local 
government.  Rotary Clubs form 
Canada and the USA help and so 
does the International Friendship 
Club of Puerto Vallarta, which has 
been a supporter of VKEP since 
its inception in 2012.

If you would like to help, please 
visit  www.volcanesproject.com/  
Information on the website show 
how to make your donations tax 
deductible in Canada or in the 
USA.

“Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to 
change the world,” said Nelson 
Mandela.  The world needs it 
more than ever.
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UNI Personal Chef Services 
- Chef Aric Bianci brings to our 
market his delicious deli meats.  
He has ready to eat roast beef, 
turkey and even bacon,  He also is 
available for personal chef services.  
He offers casual family style, Semi-
formal and formal dinning style 
menus that he customizes especial 
for you.  He also offers “free” Meet 
and Greet sessions in your home 
or wherever you are staying.  You 
can also contact Chef Aric at info@
unichefpv.com.

Kim’s Bakery - Kim has delicious 
desserts, pumpkin rolls, sticky buns 
lava cakes, cookie bars and sweet 
breads.  Everything is made from 
scratch including her awesome 
passion fruit bars which are made 
with the fruit from her very own 
passion fruit trees.  Kim also bakes 
doggie cookies for your four-legged 
children to enjoy.  This time of year 
she also bakes dog bone cookies 
(personalized or with holiday 
greetings) to stuff their stocking.  
Kim donates all the ingredients and 
her time to make them and 100% of 
the sales from the doggie cookies 
are donated to LADRA dog rescue.  
Way to go Kim!

Beach Booty Jewelry - Suzie 
and Bill’s passion for hunting and 
collecting sea glass along with 
their wire wrapping and bead work 
design has enabled them to bring 
to you their own unique style of 
jewlery.  If you are looking for 
a new Christmas tree idea that 
doesn’t end up with your tree in 

Three Hens and a Rooster - a market
Gloria Sue a.k.a.: Mama Vallarta

Holiday time is for feasting.  We look forward 
to each treat. Our tables are full of your favorite 
foods; we’ve got lots of good things to eat.

Kim’s got deliciously sweet pumpkin rolls; 
Connie has smoothies to slurp. 

There’s so much going down at once, who can 
help an occasional burp?

We’ve eaten the turkey, dressing and gravy; 
we all got down to chewing it. And if we passed 
a little gas, who’ll notice?  Everyone’s doing it!

There’s plenty of desserts and pie that will 
adorn your table just dandy. Next year, will you 
please remind us to have Alka Seltzer handy?

Featured Vendors for the week:

the trash, you have got to check 
the awesome metal trees that come 
already decorated with colored 
stone crystals.  They have a variety 
of sizes and you can even hang 
your own ornaments on them, too.

Friends of PV Shelter - It’s 
that time of year for giving and 
sharing.  If you want to share your 
home with a new found friend 
who will love you to the end 
come talk to one of the volunteers 
working with the Friends of PV 
Animals.  Through the efforts of 
this organization, dogs and cats are 
being flown to the U.S. and Canada 
for fostering and adoptions.  
Want a friend for life?  Adopt an 
animal.  For further information 
you can visit their website at www.
friendsofpvanimals.com

So that’s a bit about a few of our 
people.  You’ll find them and more 
at the Lions’ Club (it’s a big, white 
building that has no steeple) located 
at 280 Francisco Madero in the 
Romantic Zone on the south side 
of town, open from 9 to 1.  Come 
walk around, enjoy the music and 
have a little fun!!

Remember:  There are only 3 
more shopping Saturdays until 
Christmas and Hanukkah so come 
to the Three Hens and a Rooster 
Market to find truly unique gifts 
for all your loved ones.

From all of us at the Three Hens 
and a Rooster - a market, we wish 
you a pleasant week.  

And Mama says:  “Stay strong 
and stay positive!”
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This is a summary of the December 
3rd meeting regarding the change of the 
bus routes in Colonia Emiliano Zapata.

The Secretary of Roads did not 
attend, but a representative came 
to take the information and the 
proposals, and it is assumed that these 
will be sent in person to the Governor 
and the Secretary of Roads.  On the 
municipal side, we received support 
from the Highway Department. and 
the Municipal President.

It was confirmed that the reason 
the change was implemented was 
because of proposed plans to renovate 
the building in front of the Lázaro 
Cárdenas Park and, according to them, 
it was done for safety purposes during 
construction.  However, nothing was 
mentioned with regards to the buses 
returning to their original route upon 
completion of the construction.  We 
did not receive any answer when we 
asked …”Why were the neighbours 
not informed in advance?”

It is understood that in all proposals 
there will be an impact and sometimes 
a cost, but what is necessary is to 
reduce the impact, minimize the 
damage or eliminate it entirely.

Our proposals start from three basic 
principles: reducing the number of 
units [buses] in our area, removing the 
transfer zone or change the designation 
and leave only two or maximum of 3 
bus stops in our Colony, rather than a 
stop at every corner.

The problems were presented in 
a video along with the proposals.  
For our part, we will focus on what 
is achievable immediately to help 

Dear residents and visitors to the “Romantic Zone”,

alleviate the problem for the moment.  
We did make it clear that a substantial 
solution is needed, as mentioned in 
the second and third proposals, but 
unfortunately all decisions with regards 
to Omnibus are regulated by the order 
of the Jalisco State Government.

The first proposal can be put into 
action immediately, with a minimum of 
modification and without affecting the 
logistics of the current organization that 
Omnibus have.  This suggests that the 
tunnel buses instead of turning right on 
Constitution, will turn left on Basilio 
Badillo and return through the tunnels. 
For those buses coming from the 
Center [downtown], after crossing the 
Cuale river bridge on Ignacio I. Vallarta 
street, they would turn right on Aquiles 
Serdán towards Molino de Agua, then 
left on Pino Suárez towards Lázaro 
Cárdenas street and exit on Insurgentes.

For the second proposal, a 
readjustment is required in the units 
because it would involve creating a 
new route, however it is still possible.  
It would take more time and if it is 
applied, it involves the construction 
of some infrastructure.  This proposal 
mentions that for the tunnel buses, 
the route would commence at the 
stadium on the baseball field on 
Brasilia street, proceed through Rio 
de la Plata street, take the tunnel road 
to Emiliano Zapata Colony, get on 
Venustiano Carranza and go back to 
the stadium by Insurgentes.  The buses 
from the Center would also depart 
from the stadium by the baseball field 
on Brasilia street, proceed all the way 
straight to turn on Basilio Badillo, then 

return to the stadium on Insurgentes.
The third proposal that we presented 

was to have our own, no charge system 
of transportation, which would serve 
the Emiliano Zapata Colony, the Center 
and the 5th of December Colony.  This 
would be served by premium buses 
and sponsored by local businesses or 
by managing income in some way 
so as to be able to maintain them 
appropriately.  Although that sounds 
like a dream, I choose to believe that 
everything is possible.

The officials have taken the 
proposals to present to the Secretary 
of Roads and the Governor.  The 
officials representing the Omnibus 
company commented that the quickest 
option to put into effect would be the 
first proposal after which it would be 
analyzed to see how we could solve 
the underlying problem.

It was stated that until after December 
12th, it is not possible to implement any 
pilot program while the pilgrimages 
are underway.  Also, the result could 
not be measured objectively, as during 
this time, the buses stop entering 
the Center after 4 in the afternoon.  
However, they promised to utilize 
these days in analyzing the problem 
and on December 13th they will be 
implementing the changes that have 
to be made. They agreed to inform 
us in advance of all changes to be 
implemented on the bus routes. 

From my point of view, I felt both 
the representatives of Omnibus, and 
everyone in general, were interested 
in adapting to the needs of both users, 
neighbours and operators, I feel secure 
in saying that I  think that the change 
of routes, utilizing one of the proposals 
presented, is already a fact.

Regardless, I request the neighbours 
to continue to monitor the situation 
and remind us on December 13th, 2019, 
about following up of this matter and 
what changes were made.

Your neighbour and friend,

Benjamín Martínez Núñez
President, Emiliano Zapata Colony

Editor’s Note:  Tribuna de la Bahia 
reporter Miguel Gonzalez Guerra 
wrote the following:

“Representative of Colonia Emiliano 
Zapata, President of the Colonia, 
Benjamin Martinez Nunez,  Omar 
Ibarra Navarrete, president of the 
private Association of Entrepreneurs 
of Old Vallarta and Vidal Meza, 
representative of the lesbian-gay 
community businesses met at UMA 
today for 1 and ½ hours behind closed 
doors with  Víctor Bernal, Director 
of Social Development; Everardo 
Rubio, Director of Municipal Transit; 
Luis Romero, President of   Urban 
Transport and Mobility Company of 
the State was Commander Villa, of the 
Jalisco Secretariat of Transportation.

Reason for the meeting was the 
solution to serious traffic problems 
that resulted in the death of a Canadian 
tourist after which the neighbours 
blocked Lazaro Cardenas street for half 
an hour showing their outrage over the 
death, when earlier in the week they had 
expressed their complete disagreement 
over the change in the bus route. 

On November 18th, a letter had been 
sent to Mayor Arturo Davalos Pena 
making him aware of stalled traffic, 
noise pollution, vehicular blockages 
and danger to pedestrians that resulted 
from the change.”
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Opening to a packed house, singer-songwriter 
Chris Kenny recently returned to Incanto with 
her sultry, sweet vocals.  She sings covers and 
originals, having been influenced by the great 
ladies of jazz and blues.  This is a ticketed show 
in the piano bar.  December 2, 6, 9, 16 at 7:15 
p.m.  Reserve early. 

Paul Aleman brings his all-new hit show, ‘The 
Music of Elton John’ to Incanto.  He plays the 
piano and sings many of your favorite hits.  Early 
reservations are recommended.  December 4-14 
at 7 p.m.  Tickets are available at the box office 
or online at their website.

Mary Porter presents Iconic Songs, in a 
series of concerts featuring the music of Barbra 
Streisand, Patsy Cline, Judy Garland and more. 
Friday, December 6 at 7 p.m.  She will welcome 
special guests and will be accompanied by Derek 
Carkner at the piano.

Originally from San Miguel de Allende, 
internationally recognized vocalist and 
entertainer Enrique de Allende presents a special 
show with Romantic Mariachis on December 
11, at 7 p.m.  On December 13, at 7 p.m., he will 
be accompanied by the talented Derek Carkner 
at the piano. 

Legendary internationally-known drag 
personality Gouda Gabor returns to Incanto this 
season to host, OH BOY, a male revue of song, 
dance, and comedy. Joining her will be five of 

Hours: 4 to midnight daily.  Happy Hour features two for one house cocktails, margaritas, and beers 4 to 5 p.m.  Casual dining 5 to 11 p.m. daily.  
Two for one show tickets for select current shows are available during ‘The Zen Hour’ 4 to 5 p.m.  For more information and online tickets, please visit 

their website www.IncantoVallarta.com Call 322 223-9756 or contact them at Incantopv@gmail.com  Located at 109 Insurgentes (by the Rio Cuale). 

Chris Kenny’s triumphant return, Paul Aleman sings ‘Elton John’, 
and ‘Oh Boy Cabaret’ with host Gouda Gabor premieres at Incanto!

Gouda 
Gabor

Vallarta’s hottest and most talented hombres, 
who will sing and dance their way into your heart 
with music that includes both pop standards and 
sexy Latino beats. Choreographer Jason Franco 
brings his international credits and a wealth of 
experience and awards to the Incanto stage.  OH 
BOY promises to be Vallarta’s cheekiest show of 
the season! Opening night December 13, at 9:30 
p.m.  Visit Incanto’s website for more dates and 
details. 

Singer-songwriter Stolie, along with Winnipeg’s, 
Kami Desilets, plus international cruise ship 
dancer & pop sensation, Hannah Brady, meld 
some sweet harmonies together for their revival of 
last season’s hit, ‘Girls Night Out’.  Next shows: 
December 2, 16 at 7 p.m. in the theatre.  Also, 
see Stolie on select Tuesdays in her own ticketed 
show in the piano bar at 7:30 p.m. 

Democrats Abroad presents their upcoming 
weekly film series on Wednesdays at 3 p.m. 
starting December 4 with ‘The White Crow’, 
the incredible story of legendary ballet dancer 
Rudolf Nureyev.  For more information visit 
Incanto’s website calendar. 

Join host Dennis Crow for Incanto’s ongoing 
Summer Stock Film Series.  On December 
5, at 3 p.m., he will present the live recorded 
Broadway musical, Jekyll & Hyde, starring 
David Hasselhoff.  All shown in the comfortable 
theatre on a big screen.
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Come and bask in the warmth of 
June’s highly anticipated seasonal 
party, where old and new customers 
and friends unite, mingle, shop 
and unwind together!  June truly 
welcomes all!

Her jewelry work is inspired by 
the nomadic lifestyle she leads.  For 
over four decades, June’s jewelry 
work and designs are characterized 
by unparalleled craftsmanship 
and originality.  For those already 
familiar with her work, it is always 
a pleasure to see her artistic 
development.  For new guests, you 
will no doubt be thrilled to witness 
her journey and her craftsmanship!

June’s gallery is in her home, one 
block up from Olas Altas.  It is at 
200 Francisca Rodriguez, the same 
street as the pier in the Romantic 
Zone, on Los Muertos beach.  

Don’t miss Galeria June Rosen López’ 
Annual Open House and Party!

Feeling jolly or want to feel jolly?

You must cross Olas Altas and 
walk uphill or take a cab!  It is on 
the corner of Pino suarez, across 
from the new condo building - Pier 
57.  Her regular hours are from 12 
to 6 Monday thru Friday, or you 
can always stop by or just call for 
an appointment.  Local phone: 222-
5049, Mexican cell: (322) 779-6491, 
U.S cell:  001 (646) 338-7373, U.S 
land line: 001 (646) 291-6852.
Email:  junesjewel74@hotmail.com
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So don’t forget to put it on your calendar: 
Friday, December 13th from 6 to 10 p.m.

Next Shuffle: December 27th!

Gregg Sutton

Get out your party hats, put on your dancing shoes and mark 
the date on your calendar: Friday, December 13th!  

The season is in full swing and this is already the second 
South Side Shuffle of the season! 

The Shuffle, now in its tenth season, is put on every second 
Friday by a large group of businesses centered on the 200 and 
300 blocks of Basilio Badillo, in the heart of the Romantic 
Zone.  The party goes from 6 to 10 p.m., and is an event that 
both locals and visitors look forward to with great anticipation.

The participating businesses (art galleries, shops, restaurants, 
clubs and theaters) all serve complimentary beverages.  Whether 
you want to meet our local artists, or do some serious shopping, 
or listen to some great music, or just walk around Vallarta’s 
favorite neighborhood soaking up the festive atmosphere, the 
Shuffle is a wonderful way to spend your Friday night.  

The majority of the participating businesses are located on 
the 200 and 300 blocks of Basilio Badillo.  But there are also 
some great places to stop on nearby Constitución, V. Carranza 
and I.L. Vallarta Streets.  In fact, the organizers have made sure 
that this experience is a “compact” one.  All the participants are 
located within a few short blocks, so no matter how “happy” 
you get with all your complimentary drinks, you can still visit 
every location with ease.

The Shuffle has so much to offer.  One of the main attractions 
is shopping.  By chance, many of Vallarta’s finest shops and 
galleries are located on the principle block of the party.  Fine 
art, jewelry and Mexican crafts of the very best quality can 
be found in abundance, not to mention some great food and 
fabulous entertainment.

All the businesses on this magical stretch of Basilio Badillo 
and Constitución streets have something special to offer.  For 
the opportunity to ogle, mingle, tipple and even purchase 
some really wonderful art, it is an event not to be missed.  The 
Southside Shuffle really is a must.  You’ll have a ton of fun. 
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Born in Guadalajara in 1949, Oscar’s career as an 
artist started some 47 years ago.  He studied in the Fine 
Arts school at the U of G, where he received the Luis 
Echeverreia medal for the best student of sculpture.  
He is in a constant quest for perfection, working up 
to 20 hours a day.  Spring 2014 marked a highlight 
in his career - every artist’s dream, to be invited by a 
prestigious museum to exhibit!  The MUSA (Museum 
of the Arts) in Guadalajara had the honor of inviting 
Oscar to a beautiful exhibition of his works.  It was a 
memorable evening and the show lasted 2 months.  

Over the years, his admirers are in awe at his jumps 
between mediums: bronze, silver, resins, polymers, 
metal, stainless steel, wood, granite, alabaster, onyx, 
petrified wood, semi-precious stones, ceramic, found 
objects and stained glass.  We marvel at his exquisite, 
elaborate textures, elegant curves, use of color.  He is 
a master of the ancient technique of estofado, which 
involves a special paint finish over silver & gold 
leaf that has been applied to finely chiselled wood, 
used within the Catholic church for centuries.  Oscar 
always personalizes his “one of a kind”, two-sided 
sculptures with his unique style of “magic realism”.  
Every sculpture has a story, every story includes a 
time and place in the memories of Oscar, past and 
present.  “For me it is very important not to forget my 
childhood experiences, so I have recorded them into 
my sculptures.  They are stories that I would like to 
share with others.” 

To know Oscar is to love him.  He has joy in him, 
as do his sculptures.  You rarely meet anyone who is 
such a nice person, hard worker and so talented all 
at the same time.  “My work arises from my need to 
share my soul with the viewer, through images of my 
childhood, rescuing pre-Hispanic dances and rituals, 
keeping them alive in time.  The cultural roots of my 
people are recognizable in my work.”  This year, Oscar 
will be signing a book of his “Galletas” series - these 
are all wonderful gems.

Galleria Dante is located at 269 Basilio Badillo    |   Cocktails 6 to 10 p.m.    |   www.galleriadante.com

December 13, 2019  Cocktails 6 to 10 p.m.

Oscar 
Zamarripa

Galleria Dante presents
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The music, the laugh and the magic continue 
at The Palm Cabaret & Bar!

Alex Bourgeau

This is an exciting week coming up at the Palm, as a whole new group of entertainers take their place on the stage.  As we head into the holiday season, 
our calendar features all types of entertainment, from Xmas themed shows to Vegas style performances.  There is something for everyone.   

The Palm is happy 
for the return of our 
bi-weekly bingo, aptly 
name Loteria.  Win 
prizes, make some 
friends and enjoy 2 for 1 
margaritas and domestic 
beers, and help raise 
money for PAWS, a spay 
& neuter clinic here in 
Puerto Vallarta.  Join us 
on December 9 for the 
first of many.  

A new feature artist for us this season is Moelle 
fronted by vocalist and founder Fernanda Hernández. 
Fernanda or as her friends call her “Ferny”, is originally 
from the state of Aguascalientes, in the central region 
of the Mexican Republic.  At the age of eleven, her 
family settled in the charming Puerto Vallarta, a 
city that became her hometown and provenance 
of Moelle Project.  The show “Cinema Moelle” will 
take you through time bringing back memories of the 
magical music experience in Hollywood. Certainly the 
fabulous musical ensemble, the stunning voice and 
performance of Ferny guarantee a wonderful evening. 

Our favorite Latin band is back!  Fernando 
Gonzalez re-assembles his band, Piel Canela and 
returns with a renewed energy and enthusiasm 
taking a prime time slot for the 2019/2020 
season.  Fernando Gonzalez, Gary Flores Morales, 
Luis Rascon, Jose Galvan, and Alberto Ramirez 
band together to offer toe tapping danceable music 
in both English and Spanish.  

The most fun you can have on a Friday Night.  A 
huge hit last year, you can expect an evolution of 
new material along with old favourites.  Dancing is 
recommended during the shows, and we are certain 
you will not be able to sit still for very long.  Piel 
Canela joins us all season long, and look for them at 
our Market Days on certain Saturdays.

Denita Asberry brings the kind of charisma 
portrayed only by a real legend to her performance as 
Aretha Franklin in the award-winning live tribute show 
Legends In Concert.  Denita’s confidence shines with 
experience and confidence as she electrifies audiences 
with her uncanny look and powerful voice.

A professional singer and performer since the age of 
16, Denita knows her craft well and is equally versed 
in jazz, pop, rock and rhythm & blues.  She began 
impersonating her favorite singers in the National 
Touring Company of BEEHIVE.  There she honed the 
character and movements of Aretha Franklin.

Audiences showed their appreciation by telling 
Denita that she had a striking resemblance to a young 
Aretha Franklin.  From this experience, Denita began 
her tribute to the superstar.  Today, Denita performs 
throughout the U.S and internationally as the Motown 
diva.  With the resurgence of Motown, Denita is busier 
than ever and continues to delight her fans.

Luis Villanueva, born and raised in Chiapas in 
southern Mexico, began his musical career at age 11 
in the Azteca Chiapas Hope Symphony Orchestra.  
At his young age, he began to participate in local 
singing contests and later moved to Vallarta to 
have more opportunities in music.  Winning local 
and national contests here in Vallarta, he began to 
succeed with his shows, like The Gospel Brunch, 
Naked Boys Singing, The Revival Show, etc.  Thus, 
having his own audience, during the last year he has 
worked on his original music, making compositions 
and production together with Fernando Uribe, 
pianist, music director and producer.

Luis continues his run at the Palm with “Mr. 
Curiosity”, a look at the music of the 80’s, leading 
you to an era where George Michael, Erasure, 
Culture Club, Spandau Ballet, Madonna and 
more were topping the charts. 

The Palm is proud of its line-up this 
season, and we think you will agree.  
With are returning favorites, and exciting 
newcomers, we think we have one of 
the best seasons yet. You can purchase 
tickets online for all of our shows, or you 
can visit the box office in person. We can 
answer all your questions.

ThePalmCabaret.com
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On a quick break 
from her ten-show-
per-week schedule as 
the emcee of one of 
Vegas’ hottest shows, 
drag sensation EDIE 
brings her solo show 
The Palm for 2 nights 
only! Direct from 
Cirque du Soleil’s hit 
show ZUMANITY 
where she stars nightly 
as the “Mistress of 
Sensuality” at the NY-
NY Hotel & Casino 
in Las Vegas, EDIE 
has performed over 
5500 shows for over 5 
million people.

The Palm Cabaret and Bar is located at 508 Olas Altas in the heart of Puerto Vallarta’s Romantic Zone. Tickets to all shows can be purchased at the venue’s box office, 
which opens daily at 10 a.m., or online at ThePalmCabaret.com  For more information, call 222-0200, or follow The Palm Cabaret and Bar PVR on Facebook

The Kinsey Sicks return to The Palm to celebrate 20 years with Oy Vey 
in a Manger.  In Oy Vey in a Manger, we find Angel, Winnie, Trixie, and 
Trampolina trying to sell off their manger - yes, that manger - before it’s 
foreclosed upon.  Crises arise, secrets are revealed, Jewish-Gentile tensions 
surface, and mayhem ensues - all in glorious four-part harmony.

Oy Vey boasts The Kinsey Sicks’ reinterpretations of holiday classics, such 
as “God Bless Ye Femmy Lesbians”, “Satan Baby”, and “I’m Dreaming of a 
Vanna White Christmas”, plus hilarious Jewish satiric fare, including “Don’t 
Be Happy, Worry”, the Chanukah spa classic “I Had a Little Facial” and, of 
course, the requisite and new Christmas cuisine standard, “Soylent Night.”

Another holiday presentation comes from Sutton Lee Seymour.  Known 
as the “Robin Williams of Drag,” Sutton Lee Seymour is New York City’s 
campiest live singing queen of stage and screen, now touring her best selling 
shows from coast to coast in the United States, Mexico, Brazil, Europe, and 
also the seven seas with Atlantis Events!  This year, Sutton presents “Stocking 
Stuffer” and comedic look at the holidays through jokes and song.  Her shows 
are always filled with great vocals, dance and some of the craziest antics you 
have ever seen.  Sutton is with the Palm for the entire season with her new 
show “Booby Tunes” which starts in January.

At The Palm, the leggy showgirl will sing and dance her way through 
a high-octane hour of original songs and standards all with her signature 
60s go-go style. Add her famous high-kickin’ choreography, stories from 
her life in Sin City, and her witty, off-the-cuff audience banter and you 
have the reason the San Francisco Chronicle “strongly advises seeing the 
incredible EDIE whose talent and legs go on forever.”
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Come on out and join us! The fruits of a dream envisioned 
last spring by Jair Cabrera of Media Luna and Christie Seeley 
of vallartasounds.com will become a reality this Saturday and 
Sunday, December 7 and 8, on the beautiful grounds of Oscar’s 
Tequila Distillery on the Isla Río Cuale where it meets the 
Malecon! We have gathered together some of the best talent 
offered today in Mexico for your enjoyment. Beginning at 5 
p.m. each day, the Festival will last until just about midnight 
and feature innovative music from worldwide influences and 
performed by extremely talented Latin American musicians.  
See our website for information on all featured groups. 

The festival is proud to announce that the renowned musician, 
music educator, and writer, Paco Ojeda, will act as master 
of ceremonies for the event!  The festival will also include a 
competition for local young musicians from the community 
(see website for details).  There will be two stages, one primary 
stage and another to provide significant new music while we prepare the 
principle stage for the next act. 

Here is the lineup for the primary stage:

Saturday, December 7
- 5 p.m. • Youth Competition 
- 6 p.m. • YaYa Fuentes • Hang Drum / Mapuche / 
                 Electronic / Ceremony, Ritual 
- 7:30 p.m. • Moruno • Gypsy Jazz / Flamenco Fusion / 
                     Greek Music / Arabic Music
- 9 p.m. • Media Luna • Flamenco Rumba / Mexican Fusion / Huapango
- 10:30 p.m. • Rabeats • Indie Rock / Folk Rock / Brit Rock
Sunday, December 8
- 5 p.m. • Youth Competition 
- 6 p.m. • Caravane • Folk World Music
- 7:30 p.m. • Tatewari • Flamenco / Flamenco Rumba / Mexican Folk
- 9 p.m. • Pedro Dabdoub/Jazzpango • Jazz / Huapango / Mexican Fusion
- 10:30 p.m. • Trem de Minas • Brazilian Jazz / Funk / Bossa Nova

The organizers of the festival, are grateful for the enthusiasm and 
cooperation we have had from members of the community.  We want to 
thank you in advance:

- Oscar’s Tequila Distillery!  Thanks for generously providing the 
beautiful venue.

The Bahía World Music Festival is Here!
Christie Seeley
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- Paco Ojeda for his willingness to serve as Master of 
Ceremonies for the event, his help with publicity, his 
general enthusiasm.

- Incanto Vallarta and Tracy Parks for providing the 
beautiful piano for Pedro Dabdoub’s performance.

- Dani Marquez and Groove House Studio for superb 
coordination and management of sound and audio.

- Antonio Martinez for many hours of help reproducing and 
packaging the CD for our event and his many other contributions.

- Julio Soto Noyolo for his beautiful painting that so 
eloquently set the tone for the festival.

- Mali Aguilar of Coders.com.mx  who designed and 
maintained our website.

- Mayra Guardado who coached on media issues.
- Janathan Rios for his assistance with media outreach.
- Daniel Oliveros for his support with regard to the 

youth competition. 
- All of our performers who will share their time and talent for 

the establishment of a happening that we all hope will continue to grow each year.
- Those members of the community who donated prize money for the 

young contestants, including TreeHouse Bar of La Cruz de Huanacaxtle, 
Vicki Kahler, KC Jordan and others.

- Babel Bar for their moral support and help with ticket sales.
- Our group of cheerful volunteers who will greet and man ticket sale 

tables throughout the event.
- Our friends and neighbors who wished us well, put up our posters and 

helped with the sale of tickets.

Now for the event!
We hope to see you there!  Tickets are available at our website: 

worldmusicfestival.mx  They are also available at Oscar’s Restaurant, Babel 
Bar on the River Cuale Island, and at the door the days of the events.

What is World Music?
An easy way to understand world music is to think of it as “local music 

from out there,” or “someone else’s local music.”  World music celebrates 
many different styles of Western music from all around the globe.  The term 
became popular during the 1980s when several record labels began using 
it to market and promote specific artists whose music was rooted in each 
country’s own ethnicity.  While the term does not refer to any specific music 
genre, world music as a category has served tremendously to open our ears, 
heart and soul to styles of music produced in places far and near.
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Puerto Vallarta is in for 
a treat!  ACT2PV managing 
partner, Danny Mininni, will 
perform the “fuzzy-wuzzy” role 
of “Bad Idea Bear” this week 
in Act2PV’s hilarious musical, 
Avenue Q!  Bert Ramirez, one 
of the current “Bad Idea Bears” 
couldn’t say “no” to attending 
his daughter’s wedding in 
Amsterdam, so Danny jumped 
at the opportunity to “pinch-hit” 
for Bert in this very funny, hit 
show!  (Andrew Sands will play 
Bert’s “Trekkie” role!)  Now’s 

your chance to see Danny doing what he loves to do… BEING ON 
THE STAGE!  Don’t miss out!  Get your Avenue Q ticket today!

Each week, as a part of the show, Avenue Q raises funds for its 
special Emergency Relief Fund which has been used to help victims 
of hurricanes, earthquakes, floods, domestic abuse, and more.  This 
week, Avenue Q will raise money for one of Act2PV’s very own 
special angels, Brenda Gaviño, star of the “Linda Ronstadt, In My 
Voice” show.  Brenda was involved in a very serious car accident 
this week and will require surgery for the injuries she sustained.  She 
is currently with her family in Guadalajara and plans to have the 
surgery this week. 

She has been quickly embraced by the Puerto Vallarta community, 
and many have been asked how they can help her.  Brenda said that 
she would be very grateful if we could help her pay for the surgery 
since she has no insurance!  If you would like to contribute, please 
send your donation via PayPal to dannymininni@yahoo.com, or 
stop by the theater, OR come to see Avenue Q this Wednesday!  We 
are praying for Brenda’s quick and full recovery and look forward to 
seeing her back on the stage in the Red Room again real soon!  

Act2PV and its managing 
partners, along with Music Theater 
International (MTI), are excited 
to present the Broadway Musical, 
MAMMA MIA! on Mondays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays at 7:00 
pm!  MAMMA MIA!, the most 
exciting production in PV History, is 
inspired and enhanced by well-known 
ABBA tunes! It is a “feel-good” kind 
of show that will make you want to 
sing along to the familiar songs, 
and get up and dance in the aisles!   
Sophie, the 20-year old bride, is 
planning to get married in a little 
hotel on a Greek island where she 
has worked with her single mother, 
Donna, her whole life.   Unbeknownst 
to Donna, Sophie has longed to find 
the father she has never known.  

Danny Mininni takes the stage 
in Avenue Q on Wednesday!

So far, the 2019/2020 season has been very successful... the best in in 
Act2PV’s 6-year history!  It is now open 7 days a week and is breaking 
all previous records with SOLD OUT SHOWS!  Act2PV, “THE 
BEST PERFORMING ARTS VENUE IN BANDERAS BAY” 
(poll conducted by Vallarta Tribune), is also rated as #3 of the “BEST 
PLACES IN PUERTO VALLARTA by TripAdvisor.  Whether 
you’re looking for high-quality theater productions, or internationally-
renowned cabaret acts and drag shows, this 5-star venue truly brings 
you THE BEST OF THE BEST in its 2019/2020 season, presenting 
something for everyone!

MAMMA MIA!, the biggest, most exciting musical ever produced 
in Puerto Vallarta history, is a huge hit!  In fact, every show has been 
SOLD OUT!   Built around hit ABBA songs, it is the story of a young 
girl’s quest to find out who her father is.  Audiences members have 
raved about this flashy, well-cast production of the beloved 1980’s 
MAMMA MIA!  The reviews are amazing!  People are comparing it 
favorably to productions they have seen in New York, Seattle, Toronto, 
London and other entertainment destinations! 

The show continues every Monday, Thursday, and Saturday. 
Act2PV’s incredible entertainment with its incredible sound and 
lighting systems, is on par with any theater in North America!

Excellent live musical entertainment (with no cover) is also offered 
in the beautiful, fully-equipped Encore bar!  Come early and enjoy a 
drink!  Be sure to check out all the reviews on TripAdvisor, Facebook, 
GoogleMyBusiness.com and more!  For more show information or to 
buy tickets, go to Act II’s website at www.act2pv.com

Get Your Tickets Now for these Great Broadway Musicals 
Produced by Act2PV!

MAMMA MIA!
A Broadway Musical 

Mondays, Thursdays & 
Saturdays - 7:00 pm

After accidentally finding and 
reading her mother’s diary, she 
finds clues that point to three lovers 
from her mom’s “free-spirited” past 
that “might” be her father.  Sophie 
secretly invites all three of these men 
to her wedding, and hilarity ensues! 
This delightful story features lots of 
nostalgic singing and dancing, as 
well as a HUGE cast, with a creative 
and colorful set design, beautiful, 
custom-created costumes, and 
brilliant choreography created by one 
of Mexico’s finest choreographers, 
Federico Nuñez Murias.
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AVENUE Q is a delightful, laugh-
out-loud American musical that was 
performed on Broadway from 2003 
to 2019.  Filled with gut-busting 
humor and a delightfully catchy 
score (not to mention the use of 
full-size puppets that are animated 
by unconcealed human puppeteers), 
Avenue Q is a truly unique show that 
has quickly become a favorite for 
audiences everywhere!  Although 
the show addresses humorous adult 
issues… (puppet sex!)… and is 
not recommended for children, it 
is actually very similar to a “well-
known children’s television show” 
where puppets are friends.  Audiences 
everywhere have been captivated by 
this fresh and funny story, and it won 
the prestigious 2004 “Triple Crown” 
for Tony Awards… Best Music, Best 
Score and Best Book!  During its 
6-month run at Act2PV three years 
ago, almost every show was sold out! 

The story of AVENUE Q takes place 
in New York City and the street is 
Avenue Q, the only address a person 
can afford when they’re fresh out of 
college, out of a job, or just trying to 
find their purpose in life. It is a coming-
of-age parable that satirizes the issues 
and anxieties of entering adulthood.

AVENUE Q has not been authorized 
or approved by the Jim Henson 
Company or Sesame Workshop, 
which have no responsibility for its 
content.  Music &  Lyrics by Robert 
Lopez and Jeff Marx, Book by Jeff 
Whitty, Based on an original concept 
by Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx. 

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“Mamma Mia! - ¡Si! The shows 
at Act II are always high-quality and 
entertaining, and Mamma Mia! is 
no exception. If anything, Act II has 
raised the bar with their production 
of this fast-paced and hilarious show 
that features the music of Abba. 
Even if you’re like me and not 
really a fan of Abba, I’m sure you’ll 
enjoy Abba’s songs the way they are 
presented by Act II’s cast of Mamma 
Mia!  I was impressed by the quality of 
the singing delivered by the whole cast, 
soloists and chorus alike.  The music, 
combined with energetic choreography 
and a zany storyline, makes for a 
thoroughly enjoyable experience. 
The cast was well-rehearsed, and the 
acting, singing, and dancing was quite 
frankly superb.  Everyone in the cast was 
perfect for his/her role, with exceptional 
performances being delivered by 
Stephanie Watts as “Donna” and 
Ximena Esparza as “Sophie.”  A real 
simpatico between the mother-daughter 
characters as played by the team of 
Watts and Esparza could be felt by the 
audience, lending texture and nuance to 
the story….”

“The audience appreciation was 
transmitted via earthquake foot-
stomping vibrations and thunderous 
applause.  Feels like an evening 
to an NYC broadway theatre for 
acting casting choreography and 
costumes.”  - William Larkin

“Mamma Mia was the best ever.  
The cast was amazing, so talented and 
entertaining.  The entire show was 
a delight to see.  The performances, 

costumes, set and range of talent are 
the best I have seen.” - Christine C

“Amazing Performance from the 
Cast of Mamma Mia! High energy 
and great vocals make this a must see 
performance. The cast of Mamma Mia 
really connected and energized the 
audience. Act II is a intimate theatre 
where every seat has a great view of 
the stage, the lounge is a great spot 
to have a drink before the show and 
socialize with the other guests. I was 
really impressed on how you meet the 
cast on your way out of the show. 

It was truly an amazing experience!!” 
“Ovation after ovation!!  What a night!! 
♥️ We have seen West End, Broadway 
and Toronto.  Your production 
surpasses!  Kudos, Bouquets and 
Congratulations!” - Donna Larkin

“...The audience could not contain 
themselves at the very least. Star 
after star took bows and seen in their 
eyes there was no doubt that they 
were utterly pleased with the play 
and loved that so many people were 
standing and cheering without end. 
There is the possibility that this is 
the top production in the history of 
Act2PV. It is that good, a show not 
to be missed.”  - Gary Beck - More 
of Beck’s Best: Theater, Cabaret and 
More  http://www.facebook.com/
groups/PuertoVallartaShows

“Just saw Mamma Mia Opening 
Night at Act II!  DON’T MISS IT!  
Fabulous cast!  They sing, they 
dance; and they can act!” - Sharon 
Baughman White

“Act2 raised the bar tonight! The 
talent had 100 people on their feet, 
singing, dancing and clapping for the 
entire performance!” - Patti Hirsch

“...What a delightful evening. 
★★★★ We knew it would be 
fun, but from start to finish it was 
absolutely incredible. We will be 
taking our friends as they come into 
town.”  - Randy Reed

Be sure to check out MAMMA 
MIA!’s other reviews on TripAdvisor 
and Google.com!  To buy tickets, go 
to www.act2pv.com  Get your tickets 
now because every performance 
has been sold out! 

“AVENUE Q”
A musical comedy featuring 
puppets and human actors 

Wednesdays - 7:00 pm

Avenue Q is presented through special 
arrangement with Music Theater 
International (MTI).  All authorized 
materials are also presented by MTI, 
423 W 55th St, NYC, NY 10019 - 
(212) 541-4684 / (212) 397-4684 FAX  
www.MTIShows.com

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“We saw this show in New York six 
years ago, and decided to see it again 
this time in Puerto Vallarta!  Loved 
every minute of it, adult puppetry with 
fantastic humour.  Worthwhile seeing 
this fabulous show, bravo!”

“We recently moved to Nuevo 
Vallarta and are starting to explore 
things to do.  We have not been 
down to the romantic zone much but 
decided to try out Avenue Q.  We had 
an absolutely amazing time... The 
cast was unbelievably professional 
and extremely talented!  They took the 
time to visit with us after the show and 
we are so excited to put every show on 
our calendar next season.  If you get a 
chance while visiting Puerto Vallarta 
you should definitely check this place 
out.  There is a very nice bar so go early 
and enjoy the entire experience!!” 
“Yes, I thoroughly enjoyed, laughed 
until I cried, and I’m a sucker for 
happy endings - I’ve seen this show 
countless times before, in Ogunquit, 
Maine; New York City (it just finally 
closed in NYC on Sunday, I think).  
This performance rivaled the Best of 
them.  I will definitely see it again and 
bring friends next season when it goes 
“full-time.” - Dennis Crow 

Be sure to check out Avenue Q’s 
other reviews on TripAdvisor 

and Google.com!  

For more show information or 
to buy tickets, go to Act II’s 
website at www.act2pv.com
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FABULOUS FRIDAY,  December 6  
5:00 - “Beyond Motown,” starring Voice of Mexico Runner-Up 
            and #1 Songstress in Puerto Vallarta, Diana Villamonte 
7:30 - “Gabe & the Rockstars,” featuring Gabe Arciniega celebrating
            the music of Mick Jagger, George Michael and Prince. 
9:30 - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag queen, Hedda Lettuce 
 
SUPER SATURDAY, December 7 
7:00 - MAMMA MIA!, the Broadway Musical 
7:30 - “Let’s Get Loud,” a throwback to the glitz and glam 
           of Las Vegas, featuring Daniela Treviño 
9:30 - Mama Tits, starring in “The B**ch is Back!” 
 
SUNDAY FUNDAY, December 8 
7:00 - “MJ Live,” a musical singing/dancing tribute to Michael Jackson 
7:30 - “Elton / Earth, Wind & Fire,” starring the musical duo, Us Two 
9:30 - “Simply Delighted,” starring internally-renowned drag star, 
            Delighted Tobehere  
 
MOTOWN MAMA MIA MONDAY, December 9 
7:00 - MAMMA MIA!, the Broadway Musical 
7:30 - “Beyond Motown,” starring Voice of Mexico Runner-Up 
            and #1 Songstress in Puerto Vallarta, Diana Villamonte 
9:30 - “The B**ch is Back,” featuring drag diva, Mama Tits 
 
TERRIFIC TUESDAY, December 10 
5:00 - “Country Nights,” starring UsTwo 
7:00 - PAST-Modern Jukebox, starring the band, Lollipop 
7:30 - “Linda Ronstadt: In My Voice,”  a musical tribute 
           to Linda Ronstadt starring Brenda Gaviño 
9:30 - Steve Grand, singer/songwriter and overnight internet sensation 
 
WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY, December 11 
7:00 - AVENUE Q, a quirky, very funny Broadway musical!   
7:30 - “Fleetwood Mac & The Eagles,” 
            featuring the musical duo, UsTwo 
9:30 - “Simply Delighted,” starring internally-renowned drag star, 
            Delighted Tobehere 

THANKFUL THURSDAY, December 12 
7:00 - MAMMA MIA!, the Broadway Musical 
7:30 - Steve Grand, singer/songwriter and overnight internet sensation  
9:30 - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag queen, Hedda Lettuce 
 
FABULOUS FRIDAY, December 13 
5:00 - “Beyond Motown,” starring Voice of Mexico Runner-Up 
            and #1 Songstress in Puerto Vallarta, Diana Villamonte 
7:30 - “Gabe & the Rockstars,” featuring Gabe Arciniega 
            celebrating the music of Mick Jagger, George Michael 
            and Prince (see description on Friday, November 22) 
9:30 - “Tossed Salad,” featuring drag queen, Hedda Lettuce

All Shows This Week at ACT2PV:

Show Descriptions

Friday, December 6 
5:00 pm - “Beyond Motown,” 

starring Diana Villamonte, Vallarta’s 
#1 songstress (and runner-up in 
“The Voice of Mexico”) who has 
returned for her THIRD SOLD-OUT 
SEASON!  She starts the evening off 
with a brand new show, as well as a 
live band and back-up singers!   This 
new show goes WAY beyond 
Motown, featuring songs by The 
Supremes, Michael Jackson, Queen, 
The Temptations, Frank Sinatra, 
Mariah Carey, The Jackson 5, Stevie 
Wonder, Marvin Gaye, Alicia Keys, 
and MANY more…

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“Just when we thought what 
dazzled us most about Puerto 
Vallarta was its lush mountains and 
landscapes, we discovered another 
jewel just as brilliant!  Remember 
the name Diana Villamonte, because 
she’s one of the most talented and 
electrifying new singing sensations 
to come along in a while! … Not 
only is she a powerfully gifted singer, 
Ms. Villamonte is a natural and 
captivating stage performer. How 
best to describe her talent?  Let’s 
just say that when she pays tribute to 
such iconic powerhouses as Whitney 
Houston, Aretha Franklin, Diana 
Ross, Etta James, Donna Summer and 
Shirley Bassey, you’re virtually just as 
enamored by her performance of the 
songs as you are by the originators!”

Please check out the reviews at 
“Act2PV” on TripAdvisor and 

GoogleMyBusiness.com! 

7:30 - “Gabe & the Rockstars,” 
featuring Gabe Arciniega celebrating 
the music of Mick Jagger, George 
Michael and Prince. Through songs 
and stories, “Gabe & the Rock Stars” 
celebrates the music of three of the 
most famous rock icons, Mick Jagger, 
George Michael and Prince.  Gabe is a 
masterful storyteller, and through his 
own personal experiences in the ever-
changing world of entertainment, 
he will titillate you with behind-
the-scenes stories about the life of a 
rockstar.  Some of the iconic songs in 
this show include “Let’s Go Crazy,” 
“Jumpin’ Jack Flash,” “Freedom,” 
“Honky Tonk Woman,” “Baby I’m 
a Star,” and “You Can’t Always Get 
What You Want.”

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“A new one man show opened last 
night at Act2 Stages.  And it’s a must see!  
Gabe Arciniega simply oozes incredible 
talent and energy, and shares unselfishly 
his sheer joy of music and entertaining.  
Treat yourself to an amazing evening.” 
“What a great performance.  Gabe is 
certainly a natural on stage!  We all 
loved the music, loved Gabe’s voice, and 
loved the emotions he shared with the 
audience.  We would highly recommend 
seeing any show Gabe is in!”

 
9:30 pm - “Tossed Salad,” 

featuring 6-time Drag Queen of the 
Year Award-winner (HX magazine) 
and the legendary “green goddess” 
of drag, Hedda Lettuce is delighted 
to celebrate her fifth season at the 
Red Room Cabaret with her one 
woman Comedy/Cabaret show, 
“Tossed Salad!”  Hedda will toss 
out the perfect mix of fresh, crisp 
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improvisational comedy,  bawdy and 
biting wit, light dancing and lush, live 
(NOT lip-synched) singing! All this, 
along with her colorful costumes, 
creates the perfect show!   

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“OMG! Saw Hedda Lettuce’s show 
this week and it was the funniest show 
ever. We laughed until we cried. She 
deserves the title best drag queen in 
PV. She plays with the audience with 
the quickest wit imaginable. The jokes 
never stop. She sings live and has a 
great voice. The lyrics to her songs 
are just as funny as her jokes. Totally 
a great way to spend the evening!” 

Saturday, December 7
7:00 - MAMMA MIA! the Broadway 

Musical, is featured on the Main Stage!  
This is the most exciting production 
in Vallarta history!  Audiences are 
raving about it and the TripAdvisor 
and Google.com reviews are out of 
this world!  (See description above.)  
Mondays, Thursdays & Saturdays

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

Mamma Mia!  This has to be 
one of the greatest productions 
in Puerto Vallarta. Have seen 
many BroadwayNYC and London 
productions and this compares 
favorably. A must see when visiting PV.” 
Be sure to check out all the reviews 
about MAMMA MIA! on TripAdvisor 
and Google.com

 
7:30 - “Let’s Get Loud” starring 
the beautiful singer/dancer, Daniela 
Treviño.  A throwback to the days of 
Las Vegas when SHOWS were the 
highlight of your trip!  Daniela salutes 

Beyonce, Celine, Jennifer Lopez, 
Charo, Gloria Estafan, Mariah, Cher 
and more…. the greatest singers who 
have ever performed in Las Vegas!

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“I was fortunate to see the opening 
of this show. As a performing musician 
for thirty years, I have rarely seen 
someone with a voice that could match 
Danellia’s!!! This woman has a four and 
a half octave range, was personable, 
funny and put on a show that left me 
spellbound!! Truly a must see!!”

9:30 - “The B**ch is Back,” 
featuring the beloved Mama Tits, 
Vallarta’s 6’7” POWERHOUSE 
vocalist and drag queen!  Returning to 
Act2PV for her 5th season, Mama Tits 
is back with another raw and witty 
take on life, sex, relationships and 
living your truth, with all new music 
and stories, including jazz, blues, pop 
and rock! 

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

Mama Tits Amazing Show - “The 
venue is very nice.  The lounge singer 
in the bar before the show had an 
amazing voice.  Mama Tits blew me 
away.  Probably the best show I’ve 
seen.  If you’re in PV go see Mama Tits 
you won’t regret it.  She tells a great 
story that will keep you laughing from 
beginning to the end”.

Sunday, December 8
7:00 - MJ LIVE! A tribute to the 

music and dance of Michael Jackson, 
featuring internationally-renowned 
Michael Jackson impersonator, Jose 
Martinez

Google My Business ★★★★★

“EXCELLENT Michael Jackson 
Show. Extremely Professional and 
Fabulous Costumes. GO see it ! 
well done…” “Thoroughly enjoyed 
the tribute to Michael Jackson 
show at Act II. Jose Martinez, from 
Venezuela, does a fantastic job of 
impersonating MJ and the dance 
troop accompanying him are terrific. 
The lighting and sound would make 
you think you are at a big time Vegas 
type show. Overall a very professional 
job. I have to say that this is one of 
my favourite productions this year 

at Act II and if you can only attend 1 
show put this one top of your list.” ~ 
Christine Hegi

7:30 - Elton/Earth, Wind & Fire, 
featuring Vallarta’s favorite musical 
duo, Us Two!  Singing songs made 
by famous by Elton and EWF, such 
as September, Boogie Wonderland, 
Reasons, Your Song, Crocodile 
Rock, Candle in the Wind, Goodbye 
Yellow Brick Road, and more.  
Their repertoire changes with each 
performance, as they keep adding 
new repertoire, but these amazing 
vocalists (and their live band) will 
definitely treat you to an unforgettable 
evening of music!  

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“Had the awesome pleasure of 
checking out Us Two last night with 
Daniel & Noemi!  They’re amazing! 
Great talents both of them and their band 
and crew! [It} flew by with us wanting 
more.  We loved their special flare for 
their songs and their amazing voices and 
banter.  Can’t wait to come back.”

9:30 pm - “Simply Delighted,” 
featuring internationally-renowned 
drag star, Delighted Tobehere.  
Delighted Tobehere combines 
celebrity illusion, vocal impressions, 
live vocals, lip sync, comedy, 
intelligence, and quick wit to wow her 
audiences!  

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“Paula Dean, move over. There’s a 
new comedy meal in town, and she’s 
delicious: Delighted ToBeHere.”

Monday, December 9 
7:00 - MAMMA MIA! the 

Broadway Musical (See description 
on Saturday, December 7)

7:30 - “Beyond Motown,” starring 
Diana Villamonte. (see description 
on  December 6)

9:30 - “The B**ch is Back! 
featuring Mama Tits (see description 
on Saturday, December 7)

Tuesday, December 10 
5:00 - “Country Nights,” featuring 

Us Two and their live band.  This 
amazing duo can sing anything!!  
Their country-western show is like 
nothing you’ve ever experienced!  
Both Daniel Celis and Noemi 
Plascencia are incredible entertainers, 
and their band is of the highest quality.  
Their repertoire includes songs by 
Linda Rondstadt, Kenny Rogers, 
John Denver, Alan Jackson, Gretchen 
Wilson (and more) and spans the 
history of country music. 

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“Our favorite this year was Us Two’s 
Country Show. Us Two are a dynamic 
musical duo that both have wonderful 
voices. We especially enjoyed their 
Country Show. Being from Texas, 
that’s saying something. Naomi is not 
only talented but beautiful to behold! 
Her partner, Daniel, is also handsome 
and has a great voice. Add a 5-piece 
band and you can’t beat their show.”

7:00 - “PAST-MODERN 
JUKEBOX! Prepare to be wowed 
when you see the 5-member PMJ 
band, Lollipop, in their incredible, 
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new show, “PAST-Modern Jukebox!” 
They put their unique spin on beloved 
classics from the 70’s and 80’s, with 
hits from Queen, Journey, Eric 
Clapton, KISS, Chicago, Police, 
and more, and convert them into the 
vintage big band (Tommy Dorsey, 
Glenn Miller, Count Basie, etc.) 
sounds of the past.

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“This was our first visit to Act II 
and we thoroughly enjoyed it. We went 
early and spent some time in the bar 
prior to the show. The singer there was 
fantastic and the staff is outstanding. 
Past-Modern Jukebox was very 
entertaining and I would definitely 
suggest seeing them or any show 
presented by Act II. We’ll definitely be 
attending more shows there.”

Please check out the 
reviews for these shows at 

“ACT2PV” on TripAdvisor 
and GoogleMyBusiness.com 

and Facebook!  For more 
information about additional 

dates of these shows, or to buy 
tickets, go to act2pv.com!  You 
can also get your tickets at our 
Box Office which is open daily 
from 10:00 am to 10:00 p.m..

7:30 - “Linda Ronstadt, In My 
Voice,” featuring Singer/Dancer 
Brenda Gaviño who has always 
had a special affinity for the music 
of the timeless living legend, Linda 
Ronstadt.  Singing songs like Blue 
Bayou… You’re No Good, Poor, Poor 
Pitiful Me, Just One Look, Allison, 
and more…  Brenda’s stunning 
likeness, as well as her beautiful, clear 
voice, and refreshing smile is the 
perfect combination to take on such 
an amazing performer!

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“Brenda es una joya! This venue has 
a great, convivial atmosphere. Love all 
of the acts that we have seen there! 
Brenda was great during her Linda 
Ronstad tribute, but her set of latin 
music, boleros,etc is where she truly 
shined. I would like to see an entire 

concert of her doing her “canciones 
de sus padres”. We loved her.”

“Brenda!  does a Linda Rondstat 
show, but really Rocks it with Latin 
music! She is new to the Puerto 
Vallarta scene, and very refreshing! 
Great show!”

9:30 -  Steve Grand, singer/
songwriter and overnight internet 
sensation!  His highly vulnerable and 
personable stage presence make even 
his frequently SOLD OUT shows 
feel more like an intimate gathering 
of friends in his living room as he 
accompanies himself on piano and 
guitar and interacts with the audience 
between songs.

This all-new, up-close and intimate 
show will feature many of your 
favorite songs from Steve’s original 
catalog, as well as some of his favorite 
music by Queen, Elton John, George 
Michael, Billy Joel, Kacey Musgraves 
and more!

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“Attended Steve Grand’s all-
acoustic, solo music show where 
he played piano, guitar and sang. 
He performed some Elton, some 
Beatles (my favorite), some Bruce 
Springsteen and many originals from 
his 2 albums. Act II Entertainment is a 
beautiful venue where every seat is a 
good seat, the staff was courteous and 
attentive in every way.”

Wednesday, December 11
7:00 - Avenue Q, a quirky, funny 

Broadway musical featuring puppets 
and live actors! (See description 
above - Wednesday shows only)

7:30 - “Fleetwood Mac & The 
Eagles,” featuring the musical duo, 
Us Two, in a musical tribute to the 
everlasting and timeless music of two 
unforgettable groups from the 70s… 
FLEETWOOD MAC and THE 
EAGLES!  UsTwo will perform songs 
that will bring back memories from 
these two great groups, such as New 
Kid in Town, One of These Nights, 
Take It Easy, Heartache Tonight, 
Dreams Everywhere, Landslide, 
Desperado and many more. 

TripAdvisor ★★★★★

“OMG - this has to be one of the 
best concerts I have seen in a very long 
time and one I will be attending again 
this season. Us Two presented the 
music of Fleetwood and the Eagles in 
the intimate setting of the Red Room at 
Act II. This very professional concert 
featured Daniel and Noemi with their 
5 piece band who mastered some of 
the very difficult sounds of both these 
bands. This will appeal to anyone 
who appreciates this genre of music. 
I would highly recommend seeing this 
show during your stay in PV.”

9:30 -  “Simply Delighted,” 
featuring internationally-renowned 
drag star, Delighted Tobehere.  
(See show description on Sunday, 
December 8) 

Thursday, December 12
7:00 - MAMMA MIA!, the 

Broadway musical (see show 
description above)

7:30 - Steve Grand, singer/
songwriter and overnight internet 
sensation!  (See show description 

on Tuesday, December 10 above.)  
9:30 pm - “Tossed Salad,” 
featuring Hedda Lettuce. (See show 
description on Friday, December 6 
above.)  

Friday, December 13
5:00 - Beyond Motown, starring 

Voice of Mexico Runner-Up and #1 
Songstress in Puerto Vallarta, Diana 
Villamonte (see description on 
Friday, December 6 above.)

7:30 - “Gabe & the Rockstars,” 
featuring Gabe Arciniega celebrating the 
music of Mick Jagger, George Michael 
and Prince.  (See show description on 
Friday, December 6 above.)

9:30 pm - “Tossed Salad,” featuring 
Hedda Lettuce.  (See show description 
on Friday, December 6 above.)
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Krystal Frost

Krystal Frost
For questions and comments - 
Cell: 322 116-9645
Email: krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

Many people with arthritis 
automatically reach for pain 
medication, but it is not always 
necessary to do so.  There are other 
solutions that work just as well, or 
even better, for both osteoarthritis 
and rheumatoid arthritis. 
For instance, a variety of 
supplements - including bromelain, 
essential fatty acids, and 
glucosamine - can be beneficial 
for arthritis. ut the best supplement 
of all is proper food.  Proper, 
nutritious food has yielded health 
effects that surpass any supplement. 
Exercises, including activities 
that engage the full body, are also 
recommended for individuals with 
arthritis.  This:

- Helps joint mobility 
- Prevents loss of lean muscle tissue 
- Maintains strength 
- Reduces pain and stiffness 
- Mobilizes stiff or contracted joints
But perhaps most importantly, 

it helps people with arthritis stay 
independent.

Osteoarthritis (a degenerative 
joint disease) and rheumatoid 
arthritis (an autoimmune disease) 
are two entirely different diseases, 
but they can be treated in much 
the same way.  This is because 
certain principles will start a 

Arthritis can be managed 
with diet and exercise …

and little CBD

cascade of healing in your body, 
no matter what the problem is. 
So even though osteoarthritis 
is commonly said to be caused 
by wear-and-tear on your joints 
due to lifestyle, diet and aging, 
and rheumatoid arthritis is an 
autoimmune disease in which 
your body starts destroying itself, 
you can gain relief in much the 
same way: by addressing your diet 
and exercise habits. Notice the 
similarities in recommendations for 
both osteoarthritis and rheumatoid 
arthritis.

Recommendations 
for osteoarthritis

- Get plenty of omega-3 fats by 
taking a high-quality krill oil. 

- Get moving with an exercise 
program. 

- Eat a healthier diet based on 
your blood type. 

- Rely on safer anti-inflammatory 
alternatives for pain relief. 

- Avoid acid forming foods such 
as SUGAR in all forms

Recommendations for
Rheumatoid Arthritis

- Improve your diet using 
nutritional typing. 

- Take a high-quality krill oil for 
omega-3 fats. 

- Have an effective method of 
addressing the nearly universal 
underlying emotional distresses that 
are present in nearly all autoimmune 
diseases like RA, such as EFT. 

- Incorporate regular exercise 
into your daily schedule being 
careful to have a consultation with 
an exercise professional so no 
permanent joint damage is done as 
a result of joint deformities. 

- Get your vitamin D levels 
checked and, if necessary, taking 
a supplement if you can’t get daily 
sun exposure. 

- Avoid acid food, sugar, and 
wheat products

Supplements?
A nutritious diet will support your 

health in a way that no supplement 
ever can, so any supplements you 
do take should be in addition to a 
healthy diet.

That said, avoiding acid forming 
foods such as soft drinks, diet 
drinks, all forms of sugar, tomatoes 
and orange juice, plus using certain 
supplements are far safer than 
the painkillers that many arthritis 
patients take on a regular basis. 

One of the best ones for pain is 
animal-based omega-3 fat.  This 
is absolutely essential for any 
comprehensive anti-inflammatory 
program, and a recent study even 
found that it can reduce the need 
for painkillers in people with 
rheumatoid arthritis. 

Omega-3 fats form the precursors 
to the molecules that actually 
produce or inhibit inflammation in 
your body (prostaglandins), so it 
is essential to make sure you are 
getting enough.  It is also vital to 
understand that you need to reduce 
omega-6 fats from vegetable, as it 
is actually the ratio of omega-6:3 
fats that determines how much 
inflammation is present.  

You could theoretically 
consume enough omega-3 fats to 
work, but then ruin the effect by 
consuming too many omega-6 fats. 
A highly recommended form of 
omega-3 fats are from krill oil.

Exercise
Arthritis can be extremely 

painful, and you may think it is next 
to impossible to exercise when your 
joints are inflamed.  However, if 
you stop moving, your joints will 
become more stiff and painful, 
and you will gradually lose your 
independence.  Bummer for the 
Boomers. 

If you have arthritis, it is essential 
to keep your body moving, but it 
does take some creativity to do so 
in a way that minimizes stress to 
your joints. 

Gentler exercises like Tai Chi 
and yoga are recommended, as 
are swimming, power walking, 
stretching and lifting weights.  You 
should generally avoid high-impact 
exercises like running, as they can 
cause permanent joint damage 
due to the excessive amount of 
inflammation present.  A simple 
key to follow is that if you have 
pain two hours after exercise that 
specific exercise was likely too 
aggressive for your joints in their 
current state of inflammation.

Does arthritis have 
to be a terminal disease?

Lastly, I can’t emphasize enough 
how important it is for you to believe 
that you can overcome arthritis.  By 
making changes to your eating and 
exercise habits, along with letting 
go of your limiting beliefs and 
emotional challenges, arthritis can 
be healed.

And now we have CBD…
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Gil Gevins

Gil Gevins

Is the author of five books, including his 
latest laugh-fest, 1967: THE FALL. Signed 
copies of all Gil’s books are available at 
his wife’s wonderful shop, LUCY’S CUCU 
CABAÑA, located at 295 Basilio Badillo. 
Or as E-Books on Amazon.
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“When El Zorillo (“The Skunk”) 
stumbled into the store the other day, it 
took me several moments to recognize 
him. I hadn’t seen the man for ten 
years and in that time he’d lost most of 
his hair and gained fifty pounds.  And 
he was sober; I’d never seen El Zorillo 
sober before.

“Don Gil!” he rasped, lurching 
zombielike towards my desk.

Whenever an artisan called me 
“Don” (a so-called term of respect), 
it always meant one of two things: 
either he owed me money, or he was 
hoping to owe me more money.  In The 
Skunk’s case, it meant both.

Although I did not recognize his face, 
I did recognize the large spectacular 
mask he was carrying - I had paid for 
it ten years ago!  I also recognized his 
signature smell, which approximated 
that of a cow left lying dead on the side 
of the road, for several weeks.  El Zorillo 
had never quite gotten the hang of 
bathing, or changing his clothes, which 
is of course how he got his nickname.

Mexicans, if you haven’t noticed, 
love nicknames: El Enano (The 
Dwarf), El Duende (The Elf), El 
Tamalon (The Big Tamale), Salivotas 
(The Big Drooler), El Mochomo (The 
Big Nasty Biting Ant), etc.

“Skunk,” I exclaimed, remembering 
to breathe through my mouth, “what a 
surprise!”

“Don Gil,” The Skunk said, “I 
brought your mask.”

“Yes.  And right on time.” 
“I also have two other masks,” he 

added coyly, “if you are interested.”
The Skunk was probably the greatest 

living mask maker in Mexico.  And I 
sold masks for a living.  I was beyond 
interested.  I was, in fact, panting 
with excitement.  As he withdrew 
the exquisite pieces from a battered 
cardboard box, my heart began to rise 
inexorably towards my throat, right 
alongside the oatmeal I’d eaten for 

Drunk skunk in a funk

breakfast.  I wondered, briefly, if El 
Zorillo would feel offended if I offered 
to run him, at my expense, through the 
local carwash.

“Well, you know, Skunk,” I said, “it 
depends on the price.”

“You have any mescal?” he 
asked, his hoarse voice tinged with 
desperation.  “I’m going to die if I 
don’t have a drink right away.”

“Not on me, Skunk, but I’ve got a 
friend up the street who sells the best 
Raicilla in town.”

“Raicilla?”
“Our local mescal,” I explained. 
“Is it as strong as the mescal from 

Guerrerro?” he asked hopefully.
“Stronger.  Like drinking battery 

acid.  So, tell me, Skunk, how much do 
you want for those two little masks?”

“Can’t we discuss business after we 
see your friend?”

While we were chatting, two clients 
walked in, a pair of high maintenance 
women who could have been an 
illustration for the letter “G”, they 
were wearing so much Gucci.  The 
moment they entered the shop I 
could see their nostrils dilating with 
olfactory stupefaction.  “What’s that 
smell?” one of them gasped. 

“I think it’s a dead rat,” the other 
said.  “We had one trapped between 
the walls of our summer house in the 
Hamptons last year.”

“I’ll give you a good price, don’t you 
worry,” The Skunk told me.  “But let’s 
go get some of that Urea stuff first.”

“Raicilla.”
“Whatever,” El Zorillo said.  “It’s 

almost noon.  I’m dying.”
Looking up I saw my wife walk in, 

just as the two Gucci ladies, gagging 
theatrically, were walking out.

“Oh, my God!” Lucy said.  “What’s 
that smell?”

“It’s The Skunk, honey.  Look, after 
ten years he’s finally brought my 
mask.”

“Very nice,” Lucy said, breathing 
through her mouth.  “Just get him out 
of here before that smell soaks into the 
merchandise.”

“Lucy!” El Zorillo exclaimed, 
lurching in my wife’s direction. 

“Hi,” Lucy said, backpedalling into 
the bathroom, slamming the door and 
shouting, “Get him out! Now!”

A group of women walked in, sniffed 
the air once, turned on their heels and fled.

“Okay, Skunk, let’s go get that 
Raicilla.  Just leave the masks on the 
desk.  Honey,” I called to my wife, 
“we’re going to see Orejas (Big Ears).  
We’ll be right back.”

“Take your time!” she shouted from 
the bathroom.

Orejas was my most reliable Raicilla 
connection.  He lived a few blocks 
away and sold his moonshine on the 
sly out of his wife’s tiny tienda.  Big 
Ears had a long narrow face and a pair 
of Dumbo-ears which hung halfway 
down his cheeks.

“Big Ears, this is my good friend, Skunk.  
He might want to buy some Raicilla.”

“He looks like he could use a 
drink,” Big Ears said, warily eying the 
mephitic mask maker.  “And a bath.” 

Nonetheless, breathing through 
his mouth, Big Ears reached under 
the counter, pulled out an unmarked 
bottle of Raicilla and filled a glass.  
The Skunk drank it down it one gulp, 
causing Big Ears to raise his bushy 
eyebrows in amazement.

“This Raicilla is delicious!”  El 
Zorillo said, thus becoming the first 
human being ever to utilize those two 
words in the same sentence.

As The Skunk proceeded to down 
glass after glass, I paid Big Ears for 

the bottle, said hello to El Gordo 
(Fatso), Big Ear’s younger brother, 
and formulated a plan.

Pretty soon The Skunk was blitzed 
beyond repair, thoroughly dazed and 
more confused than a gay Republican.  
I helped him to his feet and, breathing 
into a Raicilla-soaked rag, walked 
him to the nearest bus station.  After 
dropping the obliterated mask maker 
into a plastic seat, I bought a one-way 
ticket to his hometown.

“Who’s going on the bus, you or 
him?” the skinny clerk, breathing 
through his mouth, demanded.

“Him,” I said, passing the man a 
hundred-peso tip.  “He’s a little drunk.  
Could you make sure he gets on the 
right bus?”

“Oh, I’ll make sure he gets on a bus, 
alright.”

I got out my calculator and punched 
in what I thought was a fair price for the 
two masks.  Then I deducted the cost of 
the bus ticket, the bottle of Raicilla and 
another fifty pesos for mental anguish.  
Finally, risking a world class rash, I 
squeezed the money deep into the stiff 
grime-encrusted pocket of The Skunk’s 
pants, where it could only be withdrawn 
with the aid of a shovel.

“Was dat?” he asked.
“The money for the other two masks.”
“Urea!” The Skunk gurgled.  Then, 

with one last wheeze, he went to sleep.
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Ongoing Events & More...

For a comprehensive list of most -if not all- charity groups and 
non-profit organizations in and around PV, you may want to check out: 

ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php

Historical Naval Museum 
(right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) $45. Pesos.

Voladores de Papantla perform @ 6 p.m. 
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.

PLEASE leaf through this issue for the many events that
do not appear here ...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!

N.B.: All events are subject to change without notice.

Tuesdays & Thursdays - 9:30 a.m. - Humanitarian Tour of 
Corazón de Niña, including brunch.  Reserve: 224-9209

Wednesdays - 4 p.m.  BINGO! - at Nacho Daddy’s 

Mondays to Saturdays - 9 & 11 a.m. + 1 & 3 p.m. - El Salado 
Estuary Mangroves Tours, bilingual guides.  
Reserve at 226-2878 or 044 (322) 175-7539.

Fridays - Shabbat Services & dinner.  
Info & Reservations: Rabbi@chabadvallarta.com

Wednesdays - 8 p.m. - Practilonga! - at J&B Dancing 
Club, Fco. I. Madero 178.  Free!

12 noon to 1 p.m. - Center for Spiritual Living - at the 
Cuale Cultural Center on Isla Cuale  Rev.CorinaScherer 

Thursdays - 6 to 19 p.m. - Marina Market in the Marina
Fridays - 9:30 am - 1:30 pm - Marsol Market - by the pier

Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. - 3 Hens & a Rooster 
Market at the Lions’ Club - 280 Fco. Madero

Saturdays - 9 am - 2 pm - Olas Altas Farmers’ Market
at Lazaro Cardenas Park 

11 a.m.-2 p.m. - AngeliCat & Acopio Pet Adoptions - 
at Plaza Caracol
5 p.m. - Bilingual Mass - at Our Lady of Guadalupe 

Sundays - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band,
7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - Dancing in the main square
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal rescued by the 

SPCA, please contact spcapv@gmail.com

Fridays, Saturdays & Sundays - 9 a.m. to closing - PETCO 
Cats & Dogs Adoption Center - next to La Comer

Mondays - 11 a.m. - Mahjongg - at Andale’s - 221-5730

Tuesdays & Wednesdays - 10:30 a.m. - IFC Home Tours 
leave Sea Monkey restaurant - www.ifctoursforvallarta.com 

Tuesdays - 9:30 a.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture Tours - 
meet at the Millennium sculpture next to Hotel Rosita

10:30 a.m.-12 noon - Writers’ Group - at the Lions’ Club, 
280 Fco. Madero, upstairs from Three Hens & a Rooster

Saturdays

Thursdays - 9:50 a.m. - Cultural Tour of PV Artisans - 
meet at Guadalupe Church - 370 Hidalgo (main square) $300. Pesos

Mon. & Wed. - Volunteer at Pasitos de Luz, a non-profit org. caring for 
low income children w/disabilities. Rides provided. Call Chris: 322 137 1890.
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Ronnie Bravo
Ron can be found at CANMEX 
Computers. www.RonnieBravo.com 
Sales, Repairs, Data Recovery, 
Networking, Wi-Fi, hardware 
upgrades, Graphic Design, House-
calls available. Cellular 322-157-0688 
or just email to Canmex@Gmail.com
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After seeing a client’s 2-year old 
laptop the other day, I thought it high 
time to revisit your device screens.  
There’s probably no part of the 
computer, tablet or smartphone, that 
we use more that our screens.  As I 
mentioned previously, my first desktop 
computer came with a monochrome 
monitor and I could only dream of 
the day when I could afford a color 
monitor for my 1990’s computer 
investment.

The early days of computers had 
small monochrome monitors.  Some 
as small as 10 inches with an orange 
or green glow of letters.  Over the 
years, monitors have evolved slowly 
compared to the computers they 
were connected to.  Eventually the 
monochrome monitor faded away 
(literally) and color monitors became 
the standard.

These “new” color monitors were 
called CRTs (Cathode-Ray Tube) 
and were similar to older TV tubes, 
but CRTs were energy hogs and heat 
producers.  With age they tended to 
fade and lose sharpness.  The constant 
background flickering also caused eye 
strain for many people.

Finally, in the early 2000’s, the 
industry made the leap in technology 
to LCD monitors (Liquid Crystal 

Your device screens…
Display) for mainstream users.  In the 
early years as with any new technology, 
LCD’s were very expensive and often 
the monitor would cost as much as the 
computer it was connected to!

Liquid crystal display technology 
works by blocking and unblocking 
light dots.  Specifically, an LCD is 
made of two pieces of polarized glass 
that contain a liquid crystal material 
between them.  A backlight creates 
light that passes through the first piece 
of glass.  At the same time, electrical 
currents cause the liquid crystal 
molecules to allow varying levels of 
light to pass through to the second 
piece of glass and create the colors and 
images that you see.

By 2008, LCD monitors and display 
technologies advanced to a point where 
mass production has become the norm.  
With this, of course, LCDs came down 
dramatically in price.  I waited until 
about 2007 to buy my first 32” LCD 
TV when the price finally came below 
$10,000 pesos here in paradise.  Now 
in 2019 of course, you can pick one up 
like that for $4000 pesos on sale!

Over the past few years another 
standard has evolved from the LCD 
family - the LED.  This newer 
generation display uses an array of 
light-emitting diodes, which without 

getting too “geek” on you, is just 
another step forward in efficiency and 
the evolution of screen.

This same technology has crossed 
over into televisions.  LCD/LED 
televisions now are the standard.  The 
industry’s research and development 
have invested heavily in LCD/LED 
and it’s paying off.  Prices for LED 
products have come down to a fraction 
of what they were just a few years ago.

In many laptops these past years, 
we’ve seen the emerging trend to 
touch-screens.  Made popular on 
tablets and smartphones for years now, 
manufacturers are trying to convince 
us to give up the keyboard/mouse and 
reach out and just reach out and touch!

In the coming years we’re going to 
see more advancement of the display 
screen in both computers and TV’s.  
Among them will be super/ultra HD as 
manufacturers try to cram higher and 
higher resolutions into the displays.

OLED screen have been in the 
market for a few years now as well. 
OLED stands for organic light-emitting 
diode and works without a backlight at 
all.  It’s still an expensive standard and 
will take a few more years to advance 
to where it’s a realistic choice for the 
average home user. 

Several manufacturers introduced 
flexible OLED screen displays on TV’s 
and for smartphones, that allowed the 
actual shape and curve of the viewing 
area to be changed!  But prices will 
keep this newer technology out of my 
living room for quite a while yet!

So, with all these screens that fill 
our life now, how do we keep them 
clean and take care of them!?!  With 
Black Friday/Buen Fin behind us and 
the general holiday shopping season in 
full screen, let’s go over a few things 

to get off on the best foot with your 
new devices. 

I’ve seen too many laptops with 
a “gray” mist covering the screen.  
LEAVE THE WINDEX FOR YOUR 
WINDOWS!!  Do not use ANY 
“window cleaner” on your computer 
screen, TV, tablet or smartphone!  The 
harsh chemicals can “burn” the screen 
over time, as was the case on my 
client’s barely 2-year old laptop!  She 
thought she was doing a good thing by 
giving the screen a good clean with 
window cleaner several times a week!

Best to use a clean cloth or paper 
towel moistened with plain water.  If 
you can wring out drops of water, it’s 
too wet!  All it takes is a couple of drops 
of water to drip into the frame of your 
screen and you can damage or kill it!

Using only gentle pressure and 
patience, will clean your screen.  If 
you haven’t cleaned a particular screen 
in a while it may take a little longer, 
but just a plain water dampened cloth 
WILL clean the screen.  It may be 
faster with Windex and its chemicals, 
but will do more harm in the long run 
to your screen. 

That’s all my time for now.  If 
you’d like to download this article 
or previous ones, you can do so at 
www.RonnieBravo.com and click on 
“articles”. See you again next week... 
until then, remember: only safe 
Internet!



Stan Gabruk

(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)
Stan Gabruk

Web page:  www.MasterBaiters.com.mx  
Local Ph. at: (044) 322 779 7571 or our 
international number is: 011 52 322 
209-1128, 10 to 9 local time.

The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing 
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law 
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.

www.facebook.com/pages/Master-Baiters-
Sportfishing-Tackle/88817121325
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I think last week you may have 
gotten the feeling I was a little 
disappointed in the local action, and I 
was, a little.  But that has all changed 
now because any fish you could 
basically want to catch is out there.  
You name it, you want good sized to 
huge Yellowfin Tuna, got it. Sailfish, 
Dorado, Marlin, got it.  But there’s 
a catch, you have to be on the water 
to catch these bucket list fish!  With 
almost perfect conditions, the fishing 
will not get any better this year than 
it is now! 

Lots to cover in a small space this 
week.  Corbeteña, Yellowfin Tuna 
from 40 to 200 lbs. and frankly I’m 
getting reports of over 300lbs. by 
those who would know. Black & Blue 
Marlin are running anywhere between 
El Banco, Corbeteña, El Morro to off 

PV explodes, Marlin, 
big YF Tuna, Dorado everywhere!

Punta Mita (The Golden Triangle).  
Sailfish are here as well hanging out 
with larger Dorado.  Back to Tuna, 
they’re out there and they’re flying 
like Volkswagens hurling themselves 
through bait balls.  Now this sounds 
good until you realize they’re hitting 
baits you don’t have.  Primarily 
they’re hitting these almost clear fish 
the size of a Goggle eye and they’re 
called Plantinllos (Plan-tin-E-Yo’s) 
everywhere around the Rock!  The 
downside is these Yellowfin Tuna 
aren’t interested in anything else!  
Red Crabs have drifted off now so 
that’s good news, kinda.  Cubera 
Snapper are in the area taking some 
trolled baits and of course the bottom 
fishing guys will find Cubera Snapper 
at 50 lbs.  Dorado at 30 lbs. and I am 
expecting to see Wahoo move in soon.  
To say Corbeteña is “on fire’ would be 
an understatement.  Call me, I’ll get 
you out there reasonably.

With the action the way it has 
been at Corbeteña, El Banco once 
again is being ignored for many 
reasons.  Those who were in the area 
report Black Marlin, Sailfish, Cubera 
Snapper, but no mention of Tuna, 
nevertheless I’d expect them to be 
there.  The way the fishing is shaping 
up I’d be surprised if there wasn’t 
action around the high spots! 

The area around El Moro is seeing 
Cubera and Red Snapper moving into 
the area.  Just a few miles off the rocks 
here you’re on fertile Marlin ground.  
Not many Dorado or much else for 
now in this area, but that can change 
in a second.  Punta Mita is alive and 
well with larger Dorado in the 30-
lb range and if you can find a log or 
debris floating, that’s a Dorado gold 
mine.  Marlin are possible, especially 
Blue Marlin in the 300 to 700-lb 
range are possible.  Striped Marlin 
thin in numbers are running this entire 
area as well!  Sailfish a touch north 
of Sayulita and frankly I’ve been 
seeing pictures of Rooster fish in this 
area, but I haven’t seen anything that 
suggest you’ll get a Rooster fish… 
Hmmm, what if they’re correct?  
Feeling lucky?? 

The bay is tourist fishing heaven.  
Not looking for a longer day, smaller 
fish would be perfect for you and the 
family?  Then I’ve got the perfect 
thing for you.  The bay is alive with 
abundant Dorado from 15 to 30 lbs., 

Jack Crevalle to 30 lbs. are already 
moving back into the area.  Sierra 
Mackerel are tasty and about 12 lbs.  
Sailfish are still being boated in the 
bay and your chances are improving 
by the day with the massive bait in the 
bay!  The area in front of the Malecon 
is Dorado city for the moment.  
Sailfish at La Cruz area or the Channel 
that runs to Corbeteña off Los Arcos. 

Water temperatures are back up to 
80 degrees with blue water abundant.  
The bite is finally earlier.  If you’re 
heading out make it so you’re at 
your selected fishing grounds before 
08:00, you’ll be glad you did.  Bait is 
abundant in so many forms you can’t 
get them all in.  Baby or “Bullet” 
Bonito, flying fish, Goggle eyes, and 
of course the list goes on.  Having 
said this, dead bait is working better 
than live bait on many days.  Lures 
of purple and white are also doing the 
trick.  Start there, but have plenty of 
color with you aka many differently 
colored lures.  Wow, I got it all in! 

We’re also doing the shared boat 
or fishing parties again.  Half a super 
Panga, two people is very affordable.  
Contact us for details! 

Until next week, don’t forget to kiss 
Your Fish!
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Planting Roots 
In México

Tommy Clarkson

https://www.facebook.com/
olabrisagardens?ref=hl

                https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_
Review-g150791-d5984161-Reviews-Ola_Brisa_
Gardens-Manzanillo_Pacific_Coast.html

Tommy Clarkson
In Manzanillo, visit Ola Brisa Gardens, 
Tommy and Patty’s verdant, multi-
terraced tropical paradise nestled on a 
hill overlooking the magnificent vista 
of Santiago Bay.  Leisurely meander its 
curved, paved path, experiencing, first 
hand, a delicious array of palms, plants 
and flowers from all over the world.  
Or e-mail questions to him at olabrisa@
gmail.com  For back issues of “Roots”, 
gardening tips, tropical plant book or to 
schedule a tropical garden lunch, please 
visit www.olabrisagardens.com

For many of us, this was the first 
non-potted, “tropical flowering plant” 
which - upon initially seeing it - 
we may have thought “Toto, I’ve a 
feeling we’re not in Kansas anymore!”  
For me, this happened in Hawaii, 
on R&R from Viet Nam, in 1967.  
These brilliant bushes seemed to be 
everywhere.  They lined the street, 
filled the boulevard meridians and 
enthusiastically burst with color in 
every resident’s yard.

The genus derived its name from 
Admiral Louis-Antoine de Bougainville 
who saw the plants in Brazil during one 
of his several seafaring treks.  This 
genus is rather small, consisting of 
some fourteen to eighteen thirty South 
American, spiny shrubs, trees and vines.  
For the most part, the originals grew 
in dry coastal areas or intermountain 
valleys. All of these share the common 
factor of having those small, tubular – 
and short living, as opposed to its bracts 
– flowers in somewhat of a cluster 
effect toward the ends of the stems.  For 
the most part, it is the shrubbing and 
vining varieties that are most used in the 
United States and all are descendants of 
the Brazilian B. spectabilis, B. glabra 
and B. peruviana.  (An article on B. 
glabra was included in Volume II of 
“The Civilized Jungle.”)

But all of these species, while much 
appreciated by those seeing them, are 
often misunderstood as to what many 
perceive to be its flowers.  That which 
looks from a distance to be red, white, 
pink, purple, orange, yellow or white 
blooms are, actually, bracts – modified 
leaves.  The true flowers are quite 
small, having white petals – face on 
appearing like a tiny daisy in the center 
of a colorful huddle of bracts.  

Bougainvillea x buttiana 
Family: Nyctaginaceae  

Also known as: Paper Flower

Bougainvillea

They don’t 
want all that 
much water 

and “bloom” 
best when 
stressed.

It fairly cascades down 
off of this ledge!

Their almost 
blinding 

brilliance 
makes them 
difficult to 

photograph 
up close!

Botanically, these beautiful, 
cascading and somewhat vine-like 
bushes are a hybrid between the afore 
mentioned B. peruviana and B. glabra.  
They come in a dazzling array of names 
and colors.  Drawing liberally from 
the experience and expertise of Robert 
Lee Riffle and his wonderful tome, 
The Tropical Look, some examples of 
these “rainbowesque” colors include: 
‘Apple Blossom,’ a medium sized 

bush of white bracts flushed with rose; 
‘Golden Glow,” a large vine of brilliant 
yellow-gold; ‘Hawaiian Yellow’ with 
pure yellow; ‘Mrs. Butt,” sporting 
intense red; ‘Phoenix”, like ‘Mrs. 
Butt,’ however having variegated 
leaves, ‘Texas Dawn’ an open growing 
vine of light purple; ‘Cypheri,’ a large, 
fast growing specimen of “deep almost 
glowing, purple”; ‘Easter Parade’ 
of, appropriately, light pink; and, 
‘Singapore Beauty’ dense and large, 
colored in magenta.    

Why try to say something another 
has already been articulated well?  

Hence, once again, I quote Mr. Riffle, 
“All (of) the vining types in cultivation 
have long and rangy, thorny canes 
with mostly dark greenheart shaped 
leaves that are often pubescent with 
reddish or bronze young growth.  A 
few cultivars have foliage beautifully 
variegated with cream or white (but) 
these do not grow as large as the non-
variegated types.” 

Bougainvillea plants like well-
draining, even sandy, soil.  They want 
full sun and regular watering when not 
flowering.  I’ve encountered numerous 
gardeners who assert that these plants 

need lots of water when blooming.  I 
have found success by providing a more 
moderated amount of moisture, as they 
seem to show more color when slightly 
stressed.  Perhaps the best counsel might 
be summed up as “regularly, but not 
excessively.”  Some species can grow 
quite long vines – up to fifty feet (15.24 
meters).  Every so often my breath is 
taken away when coming upon one that 
has clamored through and high atop a 
tall tropical tree.

To keep them at a particular size, 
frequent and rather aggressive pruning 
is no problem.  The cutting of the 
canes is not detrimental to flower and 
bract production as they bloom on 
new wood.  But such cutting should 
be done after the current crop of color 
has faded.  Fertilize regularly, but 
sparingly.  Take your time in moving 
them from one pot to a larger one, 
as root-bound specimens tend to 
flower more abundantly.   But when 
transplanting be extra careful, as they 
do not recover well from broken roots.  
Maintain a watchful eye on its new 
growth for mealybugs and aphids.

Nellie Neal – whose comments 
and information I so enjoy- wittily 
wrote in her book, “Gardner’s Guide 
to Tropical Plants,” (and probably 
only those of us from, shall we say, 
the older set, will know of whom she 
spoke) “The magnificent performer 
Carmen Miranda was known as ‘The 
Brazilian Bombshell,’ but to gardeners, 
Bougainvillea plants in full bloom 
present stiff competition for that title.”
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Olivia Mitra Frankie | Edited by: Will Shortz  |       New York Times

Solution on Page 32

The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row, 
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box). 

Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits 
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain 
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.

It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might 
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline 
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

SUDOKU!
Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle

The New York Times Tuesday Crossword Puzzle

Solution on Page 32
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